Weather
. Friday: Showers - 30·s
Friday night: rain-30's
Saturday: fair-40 's
Durham, N.H.

Out-of-state students

paying $190 subsidy
By Robert McCormack
and Mike Kelly
Out-of-state students could be
subsidizing in-state students by
as much as $190 each.
According to AllanPrince, Vice
Provost for budget and adminis-·
tration, the state pays approximately $1800 toward educating
each in-state UNH student. Instate tuition is $1,000. Added together, this is $190 less than the
$?.,900

tuition
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Looking concerned -at Wednesday's hearing on the University System's budget are, from
the left, Dean Maynard Heckel of Continumg Studies, Plymouth President Harold Hyde,
(Steve Morrison photo)
and Keene President Leo Redfern. See story below.

Students, faculty and police
debate MUB Pub's value
By Matt Vita .
Since the MUB Pub opened
three years ago, the amount of
crime and vandalism has gone up
in the MUB area during closing
time. The use of at least six
conference rooms in the building
has been severely restricted: and
many leaders of the student
activities organizations have
complained that they can no
longer work in their offices, it is
iust too loud.

"There is a problem of alcohol at UNH. Why promote it?"
--Ian Wilson
'
Students and faculty
members
alike complain that the MUB is
no longer a building thev wish to
enter because of the noise and the
drunks.
Both Dean of Students Bonnie
Newman and Vice Provost
Richard Stevens say they afe in
favor of reviewing the MUB Pub.
"With the limited facilities we
have, if a situation has grown
such that other parts of the MUB
can't be used. we .need tQ take a

long hard look at it (the Pub),"
says Newman.
"I would be in favor of a review; a study," says Stevens.
Stevens said that he may ask the
proposed MUB governing board
to look into it. "It would be a good
task for them,'' he said.
"Maybe it's time for a change."
Newman said that it was the responsibility of Stevens for initiatirig a review of the Pub.

ceilings from the music and
dan.c,ing above.
· .
.
· --lh~ umvers1ty pohce directly
relate increased vandalism _in the
hallways o~ the MUB _and _m the
MUB parkmg_ lots to mtox1cated
students leavmg the MUB Pub
between 11 and 12 p.m.
The prea~ble of the MUB i:~b
reads that it was formed m
order to establish a unique pub in
Durham, to create an uncrowded
MUB page 4
"I have been increasingly con'
cerned with the use of alochol at
UNH," says Newman. "It is a
problem. The University needs to .
take a long hard look at its
policiesthatprovidefortheuseof
.·~~~~?,l. I think it's time for a re·
_
"One of the options we ought to
· look into is the possibility of the
Pub being ope·n only two or three
nights a week,'' said Stevens.
Consider a few examples of the
effects of the Pub:
-Organizers of a film last
year during Women's Week
. complained to a rock band playing in the Pub that their music
was too loud. The band would not
listen and an argument ensued.
--Officials of the Memorial
Union Student Organization
(MUSO) report that the Strafford
•Room, the largest multi-use room
in the building, is totally useless
on Monday and Wednesday
nights because of Rick Bean's
record playing in the Pub.
--Student organizations including Student Press, The New
Hampshire, MUSO and the Student Committee on Popular
Entertainment (SCOPE) had
windows broken and signs on the
doors lit on fire by people leaving
the Pub.
-Student organization leaders
report that after 9 p.m. on at least
three nights a week, they cannot
use their offices because of the
~ibrations and pounding on their

Charles Dunlap, chairman of
the board of trustees, said out of
state students are not subsidizing, "in any sense of the word,'L
the education of New Hampshire
students.
· According to Dunlap, tuition
for an out-of-state student is set
"exactly as near as the trustees
can calculate to the cost of his
education."
The difference between the
state allocation to the in-state student, he tuition paid by the student and the estimated cost of ed.ucation ($2,900) is made up by
:"federal funding, endowment
funds, gifts and other sources,"
said Dunlap.
This contradicts University
Chancellor Bruce Poulton's state· ment of last week that "the out-of
state student is paying more than
the cost of his or her education
and is subsidizing resident students to the extent of several
hundred dollars."
Poulton could not be reached
for comment.
Prince said the state's average

per student allocation of $1800
"c-ould drop to $1700" when
current budget cuts are made, as
ordered by Gov. Meldrim
Thomson. This would increase
the
out-of-state
student's
"subsidy" to $290 each. _
University Trustee Richan.
Morse, chairman of the Budget ·
and Finance Committee, said he
is "not happy" about the disparity in the tuition rate.
"You come down to the hard
question of where are we going
to get funds to maintain the quality education program?
"We badly need state support
for our budget and the prospects
of our receiving it are not very
good."
Vice Provost Prince saidhe saw
no impropriety in charging outof-state students more than instate students. "Since each state
has a state university of its own,
then students who cross state
lines can be expected to pay
·more."
. Out-of-state students tend to
see it differently. Christine Derderian of West Hartford.Connecticut, said, "I think _it's unfair. I
am very upset about it. Out-ofstate students should be reimbursed. We really don't receive
education comparable to the
money we pay."
Matt Cutler of Auburn, Maine,
said, ''I think we deserve a rebate; we pay enough money for
other functions. there is no other
school I know of that charges
TUITION, page 5
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"I've been here (in the legislature) for six years. We are no
longer playing the same games
we have been. We're at a crisis
point in this state. We find we are
no longer subsidizing the University," said . Appropriations
Committee Vice-chairman Ralph
Hough (R-Lebanon).
Hough responded to University
Chancellor Bruce Poulton's presentation Wednesday of the Uni, versity System biennium budget
request from the state of $15.4
million over the last biennium.
The $15.4 million is down $2.7
million from the original request
because of the recent waiver of
· the 25 per cent out-of-state enrollment ceiling by the Board of
Trustees.
''The chancellor presented a
global view of the budget to 'the
legislature. The request is for
Durham, Keene, Plymouth, Merrimac Valley Branch . and the
School of Continuing Studies "
said Director of the University
Budget Edward Smith.
The total amount of state funding request is $61 million. The
·System's budget is $181 million.
, Poulton explained the expenses

-

Bruce Poulton

will

for fiscal year 1978
be
$700,000 for inflation, $300,000 for
enrollment growth, $2.5 million
for salaries and wages and $2.3
million for budget change.
Poulton said the inflation figure comes from a general inflation guideline of six per cent.

The exceptions to the guideline
were items such as fuel, oil
electricity and telephone.
'
Poulton said tnat enroumem
projections for the biennium are
based on graduates from New
Hampshire high schools and immigration to the state. He said
UNH at Durham will have to accommodate 50 additional students
eaclr year, based on previous applicants.
Salary and wage adjustments
for 1978-1979 are derived from
an estimated six and a half per
cent increase for the first year of
the biennium and seven and a
·quarter per cent increase for the
second year.
foulton said this wage increase
is necessary for faculty and staff
to maintain their purchasing
power. Poulton said, "Before,
UNH salaries used to rank just
about at the top in New England.
Now, we're below all New
Eng\and . Universities except
Maine.''
Poulton said the salary request
.''is just enough to keep them
(the faculty) where they are in
terms of purchasing power."

BUDGET page 5

---INSIDE--=---------------------Prince
university Policeman

Bob Prince has earned

quite a notorious rep. utation with many
students. Read about
what he has to say
. about himself and the
students he "patrols"
on page 3.

Theater
;fhe University Theater's rendition of
Chekhov's The Cherry
Orchard opens this
week. Read the review of this classic
· play on page 10 inside.

Hockey
After closing out the
regular season with
~wo defeats on the
road, th·e Wildcat hockey team will begin
playoff action Tuesday night at Snively.
See the stories on
Page 16.
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News Briefs--~------.._: Agent says spying can be fun
A vailahle tickets
The number of tickets available to students for UNH's ECAC
quarterfinals game to be played next Tuesday at Snively Arena
could run as high as 2,200, said Athletic Director Andrew
Mooradian.
The figure reported earlier this week was approximately 1,500.
Mooradian said that was a conservative estimation.
The exact number of seats available to UNH students with a ·
season athletic ticket will depend on how many reserved and
visiting seats are taken, he said.
Five hundred seats are being reserved for the visiting team.
"By tomorrow night we'll know who we're playing in the quarter- ·
finals," said Mooradian. That team will then give an exact
·
number of seats needed for Tuesday's game.
The number of reserved ticket holders who purchase playoff
tickets is also considered. As of Wednesday, 70· per cent had
purchased their playoff tickets, said Mike O'Neil, director of
recreation.
All remaining reserve seats are on sale today for $4.00.
The tptal capacity of Snively Arena is 3,904. Approximately
1,800 seats will go to reserved ticket holders and the visiting
team's fans. This leaves over 2,100 seats for UNH's student
ticket holders.
Tickets went on sale this morning at $2.00 each. Only one ticket
will be sold to each student athletic ticket holder. Five thousand
six hundred student athletic tickets were sold this year. .
Tuesday's game will be shown live over Channel 11 startmg
at 7:30p.m.
Tickets for the semifinals at Boston Garden will go on sale
after the quarterfinals game if UNH wins. Tickets will cost $3.00,
$4.00, $4.50, and $5.00.

No Union Leader'
The Manchester Union Leader will no longer be available for
purchase at the MUB shop, according to Evelyn Pearson, shop
supervisor.
,
_
Pearson said the newspaper will no longer be delivered to the
MUB due to a billing problem with the distributor.
Sandra Meatty, MUB accounting clerk, said the distributor had
requested to be paid for the MUB's ten daily copies of the Union
Leader weekly. in cash. _
"We have to pay him through T-Hall, and the bills normally
take three weeks to process," said Meatty. "There was _nothing
we could do."
Meatty said the MUB is looking for another distributor.

Loeb files suit

Professor monitors
Concorde jet waves
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Former CIA agent Peter James told an audience of 75
Wednesday night he became a spy "for patriotic reasons."

~ills favors the proposed
chang~ in UNH governance

Publisher of the Manchester Union Leader and New Hampshire _
Sunday News., William Loeb filed a $10 million libel suiLTuesday
against Hustler Magazine and its publisher, Larry Flint.
Loeb charged in the suit filed in Franklin County Common
Pleas Court that a Hustler story about.him contained five'-' false.
'
_
and malicious"statements.
"Hustle Profile William Loeb: the Pursuit of Power," written
By Robert McCormack
by Ben Staffens, said that Loeb "once whipped out his automatic
University President Eugene
and shot the office cat." Loeb said this statement is "reckless
Mills said he is "determined tb go
regard for the truth."
ahead" with plans for a change in
Loeb is asking $5 million in actual damages, $5 million in punthe University governance sysitive damages, his attorney's fees and court costs.
tem even though adoption of
collective bargaining may significantly change the system.
Mills, speaking to about 15 students at an open forum yesterday
in the MUB, -said collective
bargaining may jeopardize the
"environment of collegiality" in
the University and the "trust and
respect that are essential in an
By Helen Brinkerhoff.
· . the same time everyday at the academic institution."
''The Concorde jet has given us same frequency. "We knew it
Mills said that the process· of
an unusual opportunity to moni- was a sign of tremendous energy.
reaching a decision on collective
tor the winds of the atmosphere,'' Some suggested it was caused by bargaining sometimes leads to
says Albert Frost, Electrical En- satellites, some thought it was
''strong feelings and difficulties
gineering professor.
thunderstorms. We called the with respect to issues" between
Frost and his associates have flieht bureau and found that ·it faculty and the administration.
used three microphones stationed was the Concorde." . __
Mills spoke of the facuity
in the college woods to pick up
Frost said the waves of the Con- caucus' proposed changes in the
corde were constant. "Using the
governance system saying "the
constant graph pattern from the idea of an Academic Senate
Concorde, we can focus on the makes sense to me," but he
erratic waves. The Concorde expressed reservations over "the
flight is exact. It arrives within tremendous number of faculty
one minute of schedule and involved.''
travels exactly the same route."
The Caucus' proposal calls for
The -Concorde flies55,000 fet:t an Academic Senate of 50 faculty,
high at a speed of 1,400 miles . 10 administrators and 10 stuper hour. It flies at subsonic le- dents, as well as a student-senate
vels over land so the sonic boom of 50 students, 10 administrators
does not occur. It is noisier at · and 10 faculty.
Concerning the Student Senate,
take off and landing than other
planes, but as Frost points out, Mills said he would like to "pro"no louder than a 707 when over vide an opportunity for students
to continue their involvement" in
land.''
Frost explained that they were University governance. "A lot
just Jearning to interpret the would depend on the two bodies
graphs obtained. "Erratic waves and their ability to communicate." .
Mills said he didn't feel the
are caused by ocean waves,. sea
storms,· falling branches, and level of state fWlding in consideratrains. We have picked up sounds tion of the state's financial situafrom storms in Bermuda which tion, it ''has -been fair. There is no
negative attitude (in Concord)
get trapped in the atmosphere.
tqward the University.''
·
Professor Albert Frost
''The sounds· we hear rise and
Mills said other Questions he
low frequeqcy sounds 75 miles fall," Frost said melodically. had about the Faeulty Caucus'
''They are like tides. For half proposal were about the admininto the atmosphere.
The microphones are attached a day they travel one way. For istrative oversight committee
to graphing instruments which the other half they travel the and the relationship between the
record the sounds like an electro- , other way. Winds up there sound Academic Senate and the Board
cardiogram. Atmospheric wind · like hurricanes.
of Trustees.
changes · give day to day· yari- . ''We are even hearing winds
Under the Caucus' plan,
from China that are trepped in decisions by the Academic
ations in wave patterns.
'
.
,/, Frost explained that he dis- the atmosphere.';
Senate would be subject "only to
"covered;,~erratic ..waves ~ on_ ...Jhe
the approval ·of the Board · of
graphs. -_They occ~~d at .exactly · JE1, ·page 4'. ,., "
Trustees."
1

"I got involved with the CIA for ing activities towards the Air
patriotic - reasons," James said Force Spy Unit ~Secretary of Defrom behind dark glasses. "I fense William Proxmire abolnever got paid and so I never had ished the Air Force Foreign
to take an oath of secrecy. That's Technology Division in 1974.
why I can expose this information
His deeds are sobering, but his
to you tonight."
presentation was more like a desJames said he and his wife · cription of an adventurous vacawere spied upon, photographed tion.
and threatened by civilian agents . "He thinks he's the man from
of the air force during a series of UNCLE''
junior
Melanie ·
three international conferences , Hagopian said as she left midway
in Sept. 1971.
through the presentation.
As a result of James' muckrakCIA, p e 7

By Maureen O'Connell ·
Former CIA informant Peter
N. James told an amused audience Wednesday night that "spying can be fun," but that it can
also ruin a person's life and
dreams.
In a two-hour lecture and slide
show which featured his wife
Diane posed with key Russian
scientists a~d secret agents,
James told of his spying activities for both CIA and the Air
Force.
"My story is just a SJ:llall example of the corruption that's a
part of U.S. inte!ligence in the
military,· the inqustrial complex,
politicians on a federal and state
level and the Mafia," James said.
"It's just a grain of sand on the
beach."
James said his present go~ll is
to form a committee to expose
government corruption in an attempt to "clean up our government and put 1t back on its feet.··
The story of his spying activi.ties echoed the French Connection and Mission Impossible,
complete with a car chase
through Brussels and American
double agents threatening his
life.
The author of two books, The
Air Force Mafia, and th~ Soviet
Conquest From Space, James
was a space systems analyst at
Pratt and .Whitney Institute in
Florida from 1963 to 1976. He became an informant on Soviet
rocket t~chnology who traveled
to international scientific conferences in Athens, Venice, Paris
and Belgrade.
There, he mingled with Soviet
scientists and later informed the
CIA of any information he obtained.
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Mills said he· would discuss ·
these issues· further with individual faculty members as well as .
the Faculty ·Caucus and would !

continue to meet with students in
the hope of reaching a conclusion
by the end o(Marcli on wliat form
uruvers1ty governance will take.

·

•
UNH President Eugene Mills

Professors defend
caucus' proposal
Robert Dishman, professor ,of P.Olitical science, said the Faculty Caucus' recent report to University President Eugene
Mills on governance is representative of faculty sentiment.
Several faculty had said a proposed Academic Senate with
50 faculty 1members might be .too large. Donald Murray, chair~
person_ of the English department said he was "appalle~" that one in ten faculty members would be expected to serve m
the Academic Senate.
Dishmari, who , along with professor of physics Robert Simpson
drafted the report for the caucus, said members "are the chosen
representatives" of tne faculty and therefore speak for the faculty as a whole .. "There is no mechanism by which the views
of every faculty member can be" gotten.
.
The ca_ucus voted almost unanimously,·with three abstentions,
to approve the plan for an Academic Senate and a Student
Senate. The proposal has since been sent t6 Mills who will
make recommendations to the Board of Trustees for the reorganization of the University governance system.
· Simpson said he thinks the Caucus action was representativ_e
of the faculty. "We d~scussed this ~t quite some length and 1t
· . turns out that only_ six senators felt strongly enough to say
anything'' a~oJ~t the size of the Academic Senate.
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Pririce the cop
defends reputation
Br, Bethanne Delisle

( I make a point of·going-down- '
town and having a beer. I was
criticized for going out with those
people but I am one of those
people." Robert Prince lights
another low-tar cigarette and
fumbles with the matches. Prince
is a patrolman with the University of New Hampshire Police
Department.
Before the interview, Prince
jokingly asks if he is being interviewed because of his notorious
reputation. "One day I went into
the Dean's Office and when the
secretary found - out I was
Prince she said that she was surprjsed I didn't have horns out to
here." Prince holds each hand
· about one foot away from each
ear and grins.
Before interviewing Prince I
call the police station to arrange
cm . appointment wttn ntm. He
isn't there so I leave a message
with the .dispatch. "Oh, we can
tell . you anything you want .to
know about Bob," a voice on the
telephone says. The laughter and
tone of voice make me wonder if
Bob Prince is the average UNH
cop.
Prince has a small frame.
His sandy hair is neatly combed.
Lights reflected off silver wire-

framed
glasses
make
it
impossible to see the true color of
his eyes. In a double-knit suit
coat and Levis shirt, it is difficult
to imagine him wearing a policeman's uniform.
Prince graduated from UNH in
1968 with a BA in Political
Science. He is four credits away
from getting his Masters. "You
shouldn't get a degree because
you want a piece of paper on
your wall, that doesn't mean a
thing to me." He looks into his
cup of coffee and says, "I just
haven't got my head on straight,
yet."
Prince has a deep smooth voice
· that doesn't fit his thin,
moustached face. After graduating from college, he worked as
a radio announcer at WTSN in
Dover. ''After I got laid off from
the station I wa,ndered aimlessly
11sten1ng to woody Guthrie ana
Bob Dylan.
"Somewhere along the line I
picked up a sense of humor.''
Prince joined the UNH police
department in June of 1974. Before that he worked with the UNH
Traffic Bureau for one and a half
years.
He a~ks me if I can guess his
age and I say 33. He's 30 and I
sink a little lower into the seat of

Bob Prince--''Somewhere alongthf- l!:ie I picked up a sense of humor.''
my chair. "I'm just waiting for r
some rich broad to come along
and carry me away," he says.
Prince-is single.
Prince considers himself to be
a good police officer. "l understand a lot of the pressure the
kids are under. I've drunk myself

Bill on marijuana
passes its first test

PRINCE, page 13

Thomson wants to limit
•
f
th e anth Orlty O trustees

.
By Gary La~ger
mined into whose hands
Gov. Meldrim Thomson wants i power will fall if the bill the.
· suggesting
· is
· passed.
to remove
power
of theregardBoard Governor i~
of
Trusteesthe
to take
action
ing enrollment limits and tuition
.. Feresheban _sai~, Thomson is
obviously against the T~ustees
increases within the University
Al move two weeks ago to waive the
System,
according
to
Fereshetian a Thomson press 25 per_ c~nt out-of-state e~ollaide
'
ment limit at UNH. Non-resident
H~ said it has not been d te _
· ehrollmE:nt nex~ year is expected
e r
to remain at its present level,
about 35 per cent.
· "The bill will be introduced to
stop what has happened in the
last couple of weeks," said
Fereshetian.
"Any proposal to take away our
power to tap additional revenue
would seriously tie our hands and
flexibility in serving the University System," said Trustee
Richard-Morse.
"There is no way the University can maintain its quality
of education without budget
increases except through a
tuition increase," said Morse.
who is chairman of the Board's
Finance and Budget Committee.
He said he ''would not want to
predict at this point" whether or
not there will be a tuition
increase at UNH.
Morse said the non-resident
enrollment limit was waived beGov. Thomson

A bill to decriminalize the possession of an ounce or less of
marijuana was passed 8-6 yesterday by the New Hampshire
Judiciary Committee.
Last week the committee voted the bill down but a mistake in
parliamentary procedure disallowed that vote and gave the bill
another chance.
Acc~rding to Rep. Richard Poulin (D-Berlin), a Judiciary
Committee member and co-sponsor of the bill, it left the
committee labled "ought to pass. H The bill also has two amendments attached to it.
·
One amendment defines the difference between marijuana and
hash or hash oil. Suggested by Col. Paul Doyon, director of the
New
· Hamps h"ire State P o1·ice, the amendment decrimina
· · 1·1zes an
. ounce of marijuana, but not hash or hash oil, which is more
powerful.
_Rep. Daniel Eaton (D-Stoddard) offered an amendment to
make the second and any further offense a misdemeanor. That
passed 8-6.
· First-time possession is now a misdemeanor, punishable by a
maximum $1,000 fine and/or a year in jail.
''The committee felt the punishment should fit the crime,'' said
Poulin after the executive session. "I voted for the amendment
because I felt it would make the bill more acceptable to members
with reservations about decriminalizing marijuana."
Another amendment, to make the third and any further
offenses a felony, was defeated 4-10.
. Poulin said there was not much discussion on the bill. "We (the
spon~ors) kept our presentation short. The other committee
members had already discussed the bill among themselves.
"We're now looking for some older people to help support the
bill when it goes to the full House," said Poulin. "I don't know
when that will be, probably two weeks or so.
"But I presume there will be a big floor fight. It is a fairly
~ emotional issue."
·
·
~

.
c~use ':~he state is unable to pro. vide the money for going from 35
per_ cent
. .to 25 per cent. "
A hmit on o~t-of-state enr~ll~ent decr~ses_ funds coming
. mt~ the Umversity because _nonresid~~ts pay n~arly three times
the tµibon of resident stµdents.
Mors~ sai~ the Trustees ineluded m their budget request for
the next two years a request for
"about $3 million" to pay for the
loss of revenue that would be
ipcurred by enacting the limit on
non-resident enrollment.
"The fiscal situation of the
state indicates it's more than
doubtful that we'll get the
, money," he said.
'· "The governor feels the University should operate on the
same budget as it did last year,''
said Fereshetian.
He said "the propos~ budget
should have been revised and
studied to make cuts in different
areas" in order to avoid a J:>udget
increase. "The governor did ·not
_ specify where those cuts should
take place."
For example, PIRG at Dart"If you cut the budget to (this By Nancy Waldman
The beginning of this semester mouth recently published a pamyear's) level, without an increase
saw the birth of a New Hamp- ' phlet on the New Hampshire
shire Public Interest Research bottle bill .
THOMSON, page 7
The Dartmouth PIRG fell short
Group (NHPIRG) at UNH. The
UNH chapter is an offshoot of the of that goal. They are using what
NHPIRG at Dartmouth, accord- money they have left to help
organize PIRG at UNH. They are
ing to its organizer Jim Varn.
"Our primary job as an organi- paying Varn, a December UNH
zation is to provide in(ormation graduate with a degree in
on public interest issu~," said communications,. a minimal aVarn. When the first PIRG was mount to organize the group here.
The funding problem also
formed according to guidelines
exists here at UNH. Varn exestablished
by
Ralph
Na{ler,
By Ted Pease
said?'It's a matter of economics. prognosis for continuation of an
. plained that there are three
Many elm trees have beer. Next to education, trees have a elm population on campus is yarn explained, Nader said t1lat
demonstrations were no longer
PIRG, page li
coming down aro\llld campus in low priority.''
terminal."
effective force for social
the past few weeks. The problem .
Dozier says that "$50,000 an
According to Blanchard, it is
change.
'
is dutch elm disease.
because of this low priority that annually would be needed to pay
"What is needed is hard work
According to a survey taken the elms on campus are in such adequate attention to all the trees
to change what students think is
last SJUllmer by Professor Robert bad shape.
· on campus." Blanchard agrees.
wrong,"
said Varn. Nader
0. Blanchard of the plant paBlanchard says that now, eight
"Thirty years ago there should
thology department, only 26 of the have been some program of re- months after he submitted his re- wanted to have organizations
300 elms on campus are healthy. planting when trees were lost. port to the Service Department, where there was a lot of energy ·
as well as professional expertise
That's about 8 per cent.
It's up to us to look ahead now. there has not been any significant
'Dutch Elm disease· is a fungus But it is really too late now to put progress made since last summer to carry on when students left,
~nd provide educational value for
that grows in the dead matter ot in little seedlings in place of an . against dutcb elm disease.
students. ·
the- elms, such as under dead elm that had taken 100 years or
Blanchard is quick to ·point out
"NHPIRG exists because of
bark. The elm beetles breed so to grow there,'' he said.
that
the fault for the continued their work," said Varn of the
·
under the dead bark and spread
"Does the University want to · deterioration
of the condition of people at Dartmouth. They were
the disease to other trees when save its elm population," asks
they come out in June and July.
Blanchard in his survey. "In our · the UNH elms is not that of the given permission to use Dart. mouth's billing system to obtain
This situation is ''the result of original report we stated how this Service Department.
"You have to give (Dozier and . their funding, provided thattheJ
fairly benign neglect" by the Uni- could be done, but we indicated
versity in the past, according to that dollars would be required. the Service Department people) showed that one-third of the stu
Hank Dozier, assistant director There is no such thing as half- credit for the tremendous job' dent body paid the registratior.
·of the Service Department.
program in DED (dutch ·elm they've done with the limited · fee voluntarily.
"It's the same reason that disease) control. The University resources they have to work . . . . PIRG researches consumer,
plaster is falling down in the must decide whether it wants to with," be said. "But they can't be environmental and human -rights
dormitories," said Dozier. "If make a committment and then expected to do the impossible."
issues. This is done in the form of
you haven't got the money .. "
proceedwith implementation.
· George Pelletier, the Uni- projects which ~ult in pamBlanchard agrees. "The whole
phlets or papers which are then
"Unless a serious all-out effort
. · PIRG's Jim Varn.
thint is based on finances," he is made to save our elms... the
· used for . educational purposes ..
TRE~S, page 12 •

th~t

Outlook is not good

Elm disease plagues .trees

To work on public issues

PIRG comes to UNH

PAGE FOUR

MUB Pub ·.

"Alcohol is a major problem on .
this campus. The environment at,
UNH is conducive to drinking and
it shouldn't be,'' says UNH Police
Chief Ronald McGowen.
MUB
Rich Kane, coordinator of the
continued from page 1
MUB Pub, claims that people in ,
social atmosphere for a more · the MUB Pub do not leave there
c~nsumption of intoxicated.
responsible
alco~ol, to prov1d~ a pub ~here
"You have 350 people in there, ·
mu.sic and entertainment ~111 ~ and you're bound to get a certain
·an m~al oart of the operation:·· percentage of them drunk," says
B~1a_n P~ters, ~ -UNH ~emor Lt. Paul Ross of the UNH Police
maJormg ~ pcthbcal science, Department. "At any given bar,
former pr~s1dent of_MUSO and you always get the same rough
current editor of Juris Quaesto~, . percentage drunk. The size of the
agrees
_that_
~he . Pub s MUB Pub bar is so large, that the
~rogrammmg 1s umque m rela- problem is magnified."
ti~? to area bars.
.
''There is a problem of alcohol
Does . that
km~
~f at UNH. Why promote it?" asks
prog~a~mmg h_i:ive to be ~,one m Ian Wilson, president of MUSO.
a drmkmg environment? I asks "Everyone cries about alcohol
P e ters. "I say no. "
.
but then they open up a Pub.' . '
. Ne~man says she thinks the
The Pub may be producing
s1tuab~n has changed, however. unique entertainment opportuni"The idea _for the Pub ~as to ties. However, it also seems to be
promote umque pr?gram~m~ so affecting the use of the rest of the
students ~o~dn't Just be s1ttmg . building on certain nights.
around drinkmg.
,
"I realize I'm rarely in the
"N?w the other ba~s are MUB at nights now. I used to be ·
creatmg the same kmd of there for meetings all the time "
programming and entertain'
ment. The situation has.
says English Chairperson Donald

changt<.l...

Mw. 1 ay. " You can't hea1 ;rou1 -

self think. There are stumbling
drunks, people standing around, :
it smells like a beer hall."
'
"If I try to come mhere and try
to study or do something that
requires some thought, the
thump-thump from upstairs
makes it impossible," says ·
Wilson.
"There is now just one activity
in the MUB," says Murray. ·
"There used to be a variety."
''This building was dead in the
evening prior to the opening of .
the Pub,'' says Ric?ard Stevens.
Kane does work with people
'from MUSO and other organizations to plan quieter events
during the nights when there may
be a speaker or movie elsewhere
in the building._
.
Kane says he is working on
problems of MUB usage. "We
have examined the problems
we've had in the Pub. We try to
satisfy as many people as
possible."
Kane says that if there is a
demand for a small area in the '
building where people want to go
for coffee, a bite to eat or to taik(the fv1111c1 fuu.,;tiuu uf the Pub

'w'fli•'-¥t4f"
~-'Does that tiind of programing have . to be done in a
drinking environment?"
--Brian Peters
area), he would be in favor of
converting another area such as
the commuter Lounge.
,,
.
.
The cafeter1a used to provide

students to drink coffee and rap,"
says Peters. "You just can't go
there anymore.''
Peters blames the Division of
Student Affairs, a unit responsible for establishing the direction
of student life at UNH, for
instituting a Pub when it was not
desirable.
Former MUB manager Mike
O'Neil, who was a member of the
DSA, says that it was the
division's responsibility to pro' vide enough places so everv UNH
\student can drink if he wants to.
Student Body President Jim
O'Neill, a night manager at the
Pub, says, "It's not right to
punish the ma iority because of
the minorit:y. Our goal is optimum
use of the facility (the MUB). The
Pub is obviously used by the students.
"The University is not running
a beer parlor."
Peters says he thinks that the
student goverm_nent should have
initiated an investigation into the
, Pub. "ror Bonnie ~ewman to
have to first express this concern,
shows th_a t student gov_ernment
neglected the needs and mterests
ofour student body."

a place for on and off-ccunpm,

O'Nelll salQ he lS Wllllng to

Over 500 people attended

discuss the problem with Bonnie
Newman.
One reason that the MUB Pub
organizers have for justifying the .
Pub is that it makes money for
the MUB o~rations. The Pub
sells approximately 40 kegs of
beer a week. "In the long run, we
In the Female Sexuality work- break even," says Kane. All
shop a lot of questions were profits are placed back into the
brought up about roles of women. MUB reserves.
"Look, Rick Bean packs that
Marsh, coordinator of thi~ workshop, talked abou~ th~ im_port- place for them. He makes money
ance of c~mm~mcabon m a _ for . them,,, says Wilson. The
sexual relationship.
nights when Rick Bean plays
· records in the Pub are the worst
to
attempt
other
"There were several men in the nights
female sexuality workshop," said programming, MUSO members
Marsh. On the evaluations claim.
several men said 'it was energiz"What's the purpose of UNH?
ing, and informational' and they The educational needs or the
were aware of sitting back and business needs?" asks Peters.
not having information to give," "Clearly, economics take precedence over student needs."
she said.

Organizers call Sexuality Day a success
By Bernadette Mulkern
·
The annual Human Sexuality
Day "went just fine," said Anne
Dubois, health educator at the
Sexuality Center in Hood House.
"There were about 500 people
that went to the workshops and
300 people browsing around the
display tables."
There were 16 workshops and
three display tables Tuesday in
the Memorial Union =Building
from 10 a'.m. until 10 p.m.
The Women's Center . display
had two tables full of books and
pamphlets on women's issues in~
eluding books on lesbianism.

birth control, wifebeating and the
politics of housework. They had
free sex literature on the tables.
Hood House had a display table
on all types of birth control
methods; prescription and nonprescription for men and women.
Dorothy Rue, nurse practitioner
at Hood House had free
pamphlets on birth control and
answered questions from peeple
coming to the display.
At the third display were ~ks
for sale from Town and Campus.
According to Dubois, they "sold a
lot of books and gave away lots of
literature."

While most of the workshops
had 15 to 35 people attending, the ·
Massage workshop and the
Female Sexuality and Male
Sexuality workshoos had nearly
60 people. "The ma-ssage one was .
ideal," said Judy Marsh,
counselor and sex therapist.
"People were really open to all
the exercises."
Marsh talked about her philosophy that people "need ·
physical nurturing and not only
through sexual relations." She·
said people need "three hugs a
~Y-"

COncOrde
Located Rtes. 4 & 16. Dover, N .H.
Open 11:30-8:30PM SunrTh~
Fri.& Sat. \Ultil 9 PM
Closed Tuesday

JET
continued from page 2
"We are not yet sure of the implications of all this,'' says Frost.
"Perhaps we'll be able to predict large scale changes like
droughts a couple of years before
they occur.
.
!'They wanted to see·if we could
find a correlation between
meteors and irregular wave patterns."
"We'll be in a better position to
predict global weather ... So far
we are the only ones in the southern hemisphere doing this. Egypt
was interested and New Zealand
and Japan will be active," he
-- •
said. .
~olumbia
University
has
teamed up with UNH on this pro-_
ject. ~ey had been using meteors as their constant.

Call742-MU

The MacLeod F~mily
Welcomes all of you ·
Complete Dinner Specials

I .

COMPLETE
DINNER ~PECIALS:
Catch on to our newest, full service branch,
located in the Dover A&P Shopping Plaza and
these will be just some of the great services
available to you ........ .
Savings Accounts, Christmas Clubs, Vacation
Clubs, Drive-Up Window, Night Deposit Vault,
American Express Travelers Checks and Money
Orders. NOW Accounts, Auto Loans and Personal loans.
·

SEACOASI

SAYINGSBAMIN

537 Central Ave. Dover, N.H 03820
Phone: 749-2150 Mermer F.D.LC.
'Tblr Fut Service Faniy Fnancial Center

From Durham, Lee, Madbury &
Newmarket .take Locust Street,
second left off · Rte. 108 after
Spaulding Turnpike.underpass.

El.JR~
~f;inl/2 'Jd"::-"11J,, -, .
~Al';1

$4.9:'i

U.S. choice flank steak broiled to your ·liking, t.hen
· sliced and laced with a clarified mushroom burgundy '·
, sauce served with potato and vegetable. ·
Broiled Stuffed Filet of Sole

,- dy

"T"\~ '

:

...

or see your travel agent

@ Un;Travel Charters ·~

$4.95

Plump fillets of atlantic sole broiled in real butter and
then topped with our own famdus seasoned crumbs and
browned. Served with potato, coleslaw or vegetable
and tartar sauce.
·
Baked Shore Haddock

<..; .,,, ._,

~-T~ t~ :e (800) 325--4867
,t :-;~d 'll.. e

· London Broil

, Headhunters

$4.95

Men's & Women'$
HairsJyling

A tender juicy filet of North Atlantic
haddock dipped in butter and topped
with our famous seasoned crumbs
and baked. Served with potato and
coleslaw or vegetable_.

.

Appetizer : ch01ce of one

Chilled Tomato or Cranberry
.Juice, Homemade Onion · or ·
Minestrone Soup, Homegiade
Seafood Chowder.
chef's salad--choice of Dressing
Choice of Beverage, Hot Rolls
· and Butter.
Choice of Dessert--Cheese
cake 25 cents extra, with strawberries 50 cents extra.

d,,

Tues.-Fri:
9-·5· .,.,_·
Sat. 9-2
868-2016
·.

\

~

ai::s:~~••• .

daily luneneon s,e_cua:li·fl;MI·

.

.

•,

'

=-
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Budget
BUDGET
continued from page 1

The state . appropriation re~
quest is $5.2 million for 1978 of
which $1.3 million will be funded
internally. However, $725,000 of
that has been used from reserved
funds in 1977.
The revenue request assumes
no tuition increase.
UNH President Eugene Mills
said that $869,000 included in the
$2.3 million change budget will
be needed on the Durham campus in 1978.
Mills explained that there are
11 categories included in the
changed budget. Mills asked for
ten additional graduate assistants to be placed in those areaswhere student demand is greatest.
Mills said money is needed in
women's physical education for
new positions and operating
costs. The library needs money
for tile rising cost of t>ooks, to
maintain the quality of the library.
Mills said $250,000 each year is
requested for repairs to buildings. "Roofs on buildings have
literally deteriorated.''

Money for staff benefits is
asked to ensure that the personal
income of the University employees covers rising inflation costs.
Other areas of Mills' concern
, are:
--A center for the development
of health services and resources.
Such a center would allow faculty
to have closer contact with hospitals, clinics and other health
facilities,
--A full-time position for Career
Planning and Placement,
--The expansion of the University's safety and security services,
--An expansion of personnel
services to comply with Affirmative Actions' "equal pay for
equal work,''
-To increase computer terminal access, and
--A subsidized Master of Education Program at Merrimac
Valley Branch. Faculty from the
University campus can be engaged to supervise, counsel and
teach graduate level programs
in the Manchester area by using
existing faculty.
The budget request for 1979 is
m11110n tor mUation, $200,000
for enrollment growth and $3 million for salary and wage increase. Five million dollars is
asked in state appropriations
and $500,000 will be funded internally ..

Tuition
TUITION
continued from page 1

·students ten dollars to add or
drop a course.''
Mike Spies of Middlesex, New
Jersey, said, "I shouldn't have to
pay more than my tuition costs,
but there is no way I can change
it. I like the school so I have to
pay out-of-state tuition.''
Prince said he doesn't know if
out -ofstate students will continue
to·pay more than the cost of their
. education. "The state should
charge out of state students
' something commensurate with"the
cost of their education.'' .
What the actual cost for this
year is will not be known for two
years, according to Prince.
.
,

,1

campus calendar
./

FRIDAY, March4

SUMMER JOB FAIR~ Employers from summer camps,
resorts, recreation depts., human service agencies, etc. will
· be interviewing for summer jobs. Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement, Strafford Rm., MUB, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
FOLK CLUB ANNUAL GUEST NIGHT: Buffet dinner,
musical entertainment by Katie Wheeler & a c;ast of faculty
members/Folk Club members. Granite State Rm. , MUB,
6 p.m. Admission: $7.50. Calf Ann Leberman for reservations, 868-2081.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Cherry Orchard," Johnson
. Theater, 8 p.m. Students $2.50; General $3.
SQUARE DANCE: For the benefit of the Woodsmen's
Team, refreshments included. Putnam Pavilion, 8 p.m.
Admission:. $2.
MUB PUB: "Wheatstraw," 8 p.m.

advertise

in
the nh
class ads -

PROGRAMS START WED. MARCH 2ND

SATURDAY, March 5
MARJNF ADVISORY· "So You Want: To Be A Comn:tcrcial

Fisherman?" Working fishermen will discuss finances, gear,
boats, marketing, gill netting, lobstering, dragging. Class
in morning, afternoon in Portsmouth-Rye harbor. Bring
your own transportation & lunch. Hamilton-Smith 127,
from 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Pre-register at DCE by March 4,
course reference 6374. Fee $15.
HIGH SCHOOL PIANISTS WORKSHOP: Music Department,. Paul Creative Arts Center, all day.
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL: Univ. of
. Rhode Island, Lundholm Gym, 11 a.m. ,
NH YOUTH SYMPHONY: Granite State Room, MUB,
7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Cherry Orchard," Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. Students $2.50; General $3.

N-0-W
EVES 7:00 & 9:00
MATS S. & S. 1 :00 & 2:50
A BONE CHILLING ·
EPIC ...

MUB PUB: "Wheatstraw," 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, March 6
MUB PUB; Rick Bean, "The Gong Show," 8 p.m.

MONDAY, March 7
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL: Keene,
Lundholm Gym, 3:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Bill Cole, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, March 8
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES EXHIBITION OPENINGS:
"New American Quilts," Scudder Gallery. "Printed Textiles
from Cocheco Mills," Carter Gallery. Gallery hours:
Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-5
p.m. Closed Fridays.

SUNSET TOUR PRESENTS

COLLEGE SPRING BREAK

FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACH
10 days/9 nights

$139.00
plus 20 ° / 0 Tax & Service
Price based on quad occupancy

HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Late Renaissance Art," Margot
Clark, Arts Department, Richards Auditorium, Murkland,
lla.m.

THE NEW IIAMPsillRE is published and. disttibutNI Sf'mi- .
~ l y throughoat· lbe academic year. 011r mfices are locatNI in..
Uiie-tllemerial Union Building, Dlll"ham. N.11. 03H:M. PIMNae HQ.
. - : Y~arly sulMicriplion $7. SeeMd class posta~. pW,-.- •t;,
lllimam, N.11. 1,500 copies printed al- (~asUe P.wicatioM in'
--~.N.11.

PRICE INCLUDES:
-Round Trip via Michaud Air Conditioned Luxury Motor Coach
-Free Beer enroute
-8 days & 7 Nights at the Luxurious Holiday Inn pirectly
on Beach
·
·
~Pool Party-Free Beer & Barbecue
-Full Breakfast Plan Optional
-Baggage Handling at Hotel
-Services of Resident Tour Director
-Hotel Features include Maid Service/color T. V. I Swimming Pool,
Air Conditioned ·R ooms with Private Bath and Shower/All Rooms are
Ocean View /Restaurant & Lounge with Nightly Entertainment, Free
Cover, HAPPY HOUR EVERY NIGHT ALL DRINKS HALF PRICE/
Plus Live Entertainment at Pool Side Upon Arrival & Departure

OPTIONAL TOURS -

-Walt Disney World
-Cypress Gardens
Departs Bo8ton March 18
Arrives Home March 27
$25.00 needed to hold reservation. Deposit is non-refundable, non
trans£ era ble.

CONTACT: DAVE LEACH

868-7205

DAy· PACK $9.50
Water proof nylon
Front pouch
_Drawstring top
Blue·, green,
orange
Great for books
Campus MFG
P.O. Box 113

Durham, NH 03824
Enclosed is a ~heck or money order
for$ _ _ for_ _ packs
Colors: orange, blue, green
Name=-----~-------'---Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.
notices,

l'A~t :tlA.

1nc ncn nl\Mr-~nnn: rKIUA J MAK\.,n 4, 1 Y 11

:

GENERAL
BODY AWARENESS WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Area .
II Human Relation Series, presented by Marjan Gold.
Sunday, March 6, at 7:30 p.m. , Fairchild Main Lounge.
NEW COLLECTION AT UNH/DURHAM PUBLIC
LIBRARY : The new collection coming in a few weeks
will make it easier to find copies of best sellers and
otber recent P9pular books. The Library is subscribing
to a book-leasing plan through the Josten Co. Through
this plan, new books will be in the Library on or before
publication date, often in multiple copies. Each month,
new books will be added, while older and little-used
books will be sent back to the company.

CHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING: J. Elton Dewhurst will
speak on "The Art and Science of Making Beer at
Home," Monday, March 7, at 7 p.m., Iddles L-103.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, Monday,
March 7, at 7 :30 p.m., Rockingham Rm., MUB.

·CLUB SPORTS
ULTIMATE FRISBEE ORGANIZATION: Next to last
frisbee practice before the trip during spring vacation.
We plan to leave on Friday, March 18. Practice,
Sunday, March 6, at 8:15 p.m ., Field House Indoor
Track.
WOODSMEN'S TEAM MATCH : Saturday, March 5,
UNH vs. Colby, 9:30 a.m., Putnam Pavilion.

ACADEMIC
HORA DE VINO: No te olvides de comprar tu billete
para esta fiesta hoy-4 de marzo--con vino, sangria y
tapas. Solo S()f-compralo de Susan Gonye o Helen
Evans, Murkland 303 o 209. Nos vemos en el Foreign
Language Mini Dorm a las 4: 30.
WORK. STUDY. TRAVEL ABROAD: Information on
job opportunities, study and travel abroad available in
the Dean of Students Office Huddleston Hall.
SPANISH FILM: "Lazarillo del Tormes," in Spanish.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Sunday, March 6, at 7 p.m.,
NH Hall Gym.
FIGURE SKATING/DANCE: Monday, March 7, at
7:30p.m., Snively Arena.
DURHAM REELERS : Monday, March 7, at 8 p.m. ,
Senate-Merrimack.Rm ., MUB.
SAILING CLINIC: Monday, March 7, at 6:30 p.m ., ,
Hamilton Smith 139.
I

The greatest of picaresque novels brought to the screen.
Tuesday, March 8, at 7:30 p.m., Demeritt 152.

RELIGION

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP : Meet- ·,
ing, Friday, March 4, at 7 p.m., Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm.,
MUB.

TESSERACT: Meeting, Monday, March 7, at 8:30 p.m .,
Hanover Rm., MUB.
RA C:K~AMMON f'T.TTR · ()rg::ini7::ition::il mPPting ,

SPRING
MOUNTAINEERIN'G
MARCH 18-22

'Ji1p,;:_

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST : College Life, 3rd
lecturp in o;:prip~ nn R ihlP prnphPl'y hPing fulfiJJi>d i n' our

day, March 8, from 7-8 p.m. , Hamilton Smith 141.
Beginners and experienced players welcome.

time ; Friday, March 4, at 7:30 p.m., Commuter .
Lounge, MUB .

ALPHA ZETA: Meeting with campus landscape architect George Pellettiere to discuss spring renovation of
area around agriculture buildings. Tuesday, March 8,
at 8 p.m ., Student Senate Room, MUB.

COFFEE HOUSE: Live entertainment, free refreshments, Friday, March 4, from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Catholic
Student Center, next to St. Thomas Moore, Madbury
Road.
·

Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. Thursday
for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The
New Hampshire staff.

You have something to
share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
- yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
■ I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free 17" x 22" God
Made Me poster.
■ I'd like a free copy of the
po~ter only.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Five consecutive days of winter/spring mountaineering. Ice climbing, glissading, self-arrest, cross country skiing, snow shoeing, winter mountaineering, and
camping. The last three days of the course will
be conducted on Mt. Washington .

Glenmary Missioners
Room 32-321 Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
·

All equipment except personal clothing will be
provided. A cqmplete list of required clothing is
available from DCE.

Name ___~ - - - Address________
City _ _ _ State _ __
Zip
Age._· _ __

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED OR ASSUMED.

COLLEGE CREDITS

.• _1,.

, / ' • Pii.CS!iSL ,,- ... ,.

·'""Milt® ....., dG-"~"··~: .: ,,:.,·,, ·,,c>. ·'ct:,,/.? ,:mt:::::¼£?'' ,,_ ,_ _

!SENIORS:
Last chance to have your
Yearbook Picture Taken
Feb. 28 thru March 11
9-4, ROom 125
By"The 'Great Benrimo'
Don't Be Left Out of UNH' s
Best Yearb0ok Ever.

"B2"1
1
Ii

Ifl

Students who complete the program will earn two
undergraduate or graduate credits from the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham. Graded on a
letter basis (A-F) to facilitate transfer of credittoward
degree programs.
Register for AUDIT if you don't want or need college
credits.
Students who plan to'transfer these credits into their
present degree programs should check with their
program advisers before registering for the wilderness program.

COST AND REGISTRATION·
$160 per student, includes tuition, registration fee,
transportation, instructional materials, use of equipment, shelter, and meals.
No refunds granted upon withdrawal after March
11. No UNH faculty/staff tuition discounts. Charges
cannot be applied to your UNH tuition bill for
Semester II.

UNH DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
VERRETTE HOUSE
862-2015
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Spy

comics

CIA
continued from page 2

James slides showed cocktail
parties that he and his wife attended while at the international
conferences.
·
"Most
information is
ex;
changed over drinks," he said,
"and not at conference tables."
At one point James -showed a
picture of a Russian agent handing him an empty envelope.
"He wanted my fingerprints,"
James said in a proud 007 style.
His tales ranged from believable to ridiculous. With a hint of
paranoia in his voice he described "a man with a beard"
who followed him for days.
''I never forgot his face,'' he
said.
''When we were in danger in
Brussels once.we went to the US
embassy for protection," James
said. "They put my wife and I in a
hotel room, but there were agents
everywhere. There was an agent
pretending to read a paper, one

j

J On Campus

by Bob Finegold _

-,., .
~

Now HEltE'S A ft.ACE TO f>IC.t<

(:t

WOJO>U IF...

'?)

(FoltGE'T IT, cRnP/)

c:::,

•

by ·Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

INT~RE§T/Nl?
(jRtJtJP..

w itll I.lark ~lasses IJehlnd the desk

~~

IIANO-PICKaJ,

and even one in the elevator with
us."

James said many of the foreign
agents drank a lot.
"The Russians were always
very cordial. They would offer to
buy you a vodka at ten o'clock in
the morning," James said. But
they controlled their drinking. It
was the East Germans who would
get literally plastered a week at
a time."

Thomson

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

THOMSON
continued from page 3

to cover inflation, you'll cut the
quality of education at the University,'' said Morse.
"We've explored where cuts
can take place and are implementim! them." he said, "but
we have to fulfill our commitment to the students to supply
them with a quality education.''
Fereshetian said the governor
will have the bill submitted to the
State House "in two to three
weeks."
"It's a safeguard for New
Hampshire students," he said.
Thomson feels that non-resident
enrollment at UNH should be
limited because it is a state
school, said Fereshetian.
Trustee Nathan Battles said
two we~ks ago that the move
would be "penalizing New Hampshire residents in an attempt to
. balance the budget.''
.
"Our commitment 1s to admit
in-state students within the System." said Chancellor Bruce
Poulton. "We will make room for
them within the Svstem."
William
Former -Trustee
Dunfey said last month that "the
Trustees will have to concern
themselves in the future with upgrading System facilities at the
Keene and Plvmouth State
campuses in order to accommodate resident applicants who ·
can not be admitted to UNH due
to enrollment limitations.

WE;VE TAK£N OUR
J.(IDDEN CAMERA TO

. RY6', N.Y. AND A~KE'D
M~ J-{IGGf.N@THAM
TO TJ..lf?OW AB/:6GeALL
AT Tl-IE CLF.AN-UP ~TTER

OF n.lE N~W, IMPROVED

AI..ERT!~ INDV7Tl?IAL-

~TrruJGTH BA7EBALL Tr.AN\ ...
!~

..

{

,._,,

ii .
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collegiate crossword
ACROSS

1
10
15
16

VOLUNTEER
SUMMER PROGRAM
June 25-August 14, 1977 .
The program.combines Christian community living experience
with volunteer service to . the
poor. The program i!;i open to
single men 18-30. Write or call
Philip Giroux, OMI, 100,.Cushing
Street, Cambridge, MA., 02138 . .
(Tel. 61 'i-868-3740)
© Edward Julius, 1975

Collegiate CW75-S

Verdi opera
opera
Solitary confinement
Writer of children's
stories
17 That which lessens
pain
18 TV's Mr. Grant
19 .Compass direction
20 Final try (3 wds.)
22 Forerunrer of the
CIA
23 Exploit
24 Verdi opera
27 Me: Fr.
29 Black birds
33 Laughed loudly
36 Feminine suffix
38 Flightless bird
39 Hotel
40 Comic opera 11 - · of Penzance"
42 Name in Ray Bolger
song
43 Lend a helping hand
44 Image
45 Flash floods
47 Simon 49 Piano part
50 La Boheme's heroine
51 Hawaiian dish
53 Sports official,
for short

55
61
64
65

Daredevi 1 (2 wds.)
Practice: Scot.
Caustic
Those who join the
army
Part of LSU
Kin
Actor Sidney Servers at afternoon
gatherings (2 wds.)

26 " - " Don
Meredith
27 Labor leader
28 Baseball hall-offamer
67
30 Fine violifll
68.
31 "Little - "
69
32 Answer to
70
"Says who?"
34 Prefix: over
35 Child actor DOWN
Moore
37 Clairvoyance
l Ready for eating
41 Ri cha.rd 2 "No man island " 46 Rock music
3 Author Vidal
equi ptnent
4 Corrida cheer
48 Pixie
5 Nigeria's capital
52 More mature
6 College and
53 Eastern Church
jacket
member
7 Flat or spare
54 Popular Washington
8 Work like Tillie
hostess
9 Brazilian weight .
55 Like Lou Brock
l O Covers with paint
56 Prefi.x: without
11 Drove out
·
57 Soviet sea
12 Certain skirt, for
58 Spanish muralist
short
·
59 Large knife
13 The same : Lat.
· 60 Wide-mouthed jar
14 Part of c/o
61 College subject
21 Instrumental
(abbr.)
compositions
62 Descartes
22 Paddle
63 Initials on some
24 Opera highlights
ships
25 Ancient Greek
66 Country of "Lost
district
Horizon" (abbr.)

ANSWERS, page 15
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GREEN ACRES STABLES
N.H. EQUESTRIAN CENTER
·Freshett/Drew Rd. (Off Rt. 108)
Dover, N.H.

Now Ac~epting Students
For Beginner Through
Advanced Levels
Group-Individual Instructio n

Duane Cobb
Manager

'742-3377

Charlie & Dot White
Owners

-

BUSINESS

University Theater
presents
-, THE CHERRY ORCHARD
by Anton Chekhov
March 3-5 at 8 PM; March 9 at 2 PM
March 10-12 at 8 PM
Johnson Theater Paul Arts Center UNH, Durham
Student: $2.00-$2.50
General: $2.50-$3.00
Reservations: 862-2290

:

-

-

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Jmmediate Earnings

Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept~ 2 7 &
102 Charles Street
Boston,Mass. 02114
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editorial
Minor league all the. way
Because of the state's fiscal problems, many
officials in Concord are busy thinking of ways
to create new revenue. And since they are playing
in Gov. Thomson's ballgame, they must follow
his rules--no new taxes.
So, all sorts of revenue gimicks are being explored. Most are now bills before the legislature.
The House Ways and Means Committee released a list dated Feb. 24 entitled "Some Possible Ways to Increase General Fund Revenue."
Included were Thomson's recommendations and
other possibilities now bouncing around the state
house.
·The Governor's suggestions would · bring in
about $22 million over the biennium. Among
his most interesting are:
--Sunday ltquor sales, $1 ,710,000 (all ftgu res are
for two years),
--Selling wine in places other than state liquor
stores, $2 million, and
--Horse racing multi-wagering, $1,900,000.
He also suggests increasing the meals and rooms .
tax, fees and licenses, the real estate tax and his

other usual beat-the-crisis remedies, all the while
adhering to his groundrules--no new taxes.
The other possibilities listed by Ways . and
Means are of a similar vein. They are sin taxes,
otherwise known as sleaze taxes, for they are
mostly intended for out-of-state tourists--part of
the classic Thomson game plan.
Some of the amounts to be gained over the
biennium are:
--casino gambling (state operated), $2,500,000,
--slot machines (1,000 machines x $3,000
revenue each), $3,000,000,
_:..Branch betting on dogs, $1,000,000, and
--Jai Alai, $1,000,000.
All but branch betting are bills in the House.
Those alternatives add up to $7.5 million over
two years. Combined wlth Thomson·s $.Z.Z. m1llton
worth of ideas, that means a potential of almost
$30 million of new money for the state over two
years.
Now for the two alternatives that break the
rules. Ways and Means members estimate that a
one per cent sales tax ( one cent on the dollar),

with no exemptions and including services, would
accrue $59,500,000 over two years. But there is
no bill for thh in t}:te legislature.
Rep. Everett Sacket of Lee has introduced a five
per cent income tax bill that would generate
$155,100,000 if adopted. · ._
Each one of those alternatives outdistances the
sum of the sin taxes. Combined, they would generate almost seven times as much revenue.
The University System would be improved and
tuition could go down. The sales tax alone would
fund its new budget request from the state. Elementary and secondary education would benefit.
The state hospital, state school and state prison
could be updated. The list is as endless as $200
million allows.
The Ways and Means Committee has it figured
out. New Hampshire could have a maJor league
re\t·enue sys~em, or, with just - a penny on the
dollar sales tax, a much-improved one.
But the Granite Sta.te cannot have such a
revenue system, for it is under Gov. Thomson's
rules. And those rules are minor league all
the way.

letters
SCOPE
To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to Name
Edwards and anyone else with similar
feelings.
There are quite a few facts that are
wrong in your letter. The complexities
involved in programming a concert
are too numerous to list on this letters
page. '. I just tried and it went over 1,000
words ).
Any students who wish further
information are welcome to come to
our office in room 124 in the MUB and
we will be glad to talk. We will also
have a general meeting on Wednesday
at 8 p.m . in the downstairs commuter
lounge of the MUB to discuss upcoming shows and elections and welcome any interested student to attend.
Lois Adams
SCOPE publicity director

NORML
To the Editor:
I would like to write this letter
directed at the individual or individ-

the

/liew
hamps ire

uals who took a donation can belonging
to NORML from the Strafford room
this past Monday evening. I would like
to say that the NORML organization in
New Hampshire has existed for three
years now without an operating budget, simply because we hav.en't much
money. NORML relies solely on
donations from concerned individuals
who are willing to sacrifice a little for
a worthy cause.

~O'rl Al?oUT Ii,
CLAUS, )'oLI

. WANNA WoRK
/
foR US?
_,/

It sickens me to think that anyone
would have the audacity to do anything like this. We hope you are satisfied for setting us back financially
when a lot of good people attending the
movie presentation donated their
money for a worthy cause. This money
was to go towards the fight for the removal of criminal and civil penalties
concerning the current marijuana
laws in the state of New Hampshire. _
We are all working as volunteers,
and spreading information about
marijuana and its use is timeconsuming and costly. Its unthinking
people like you who set back worthwhile organiztions that are trying to
better the society which w~ live in.
Chuck Cheney
NORML
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TSAS
To the Editor:
I would like to bring to attention
the incorrect information stated in
your article "TSAS in Tourney" in the
March 1 issue of The New Hampshire.
First-off, the major point is the girls
team did not beat Vermont Vocational
40--37 for the NNESCC. The team they
played and beat was southern Maine
Vocational Technical Institute by a
score of 40--37. This same team had
twice previously beaten TSAS, once on
home court and once at southern
Maine. This made it an especially
sweet victory for TSAS.
Secondly, there is no Kim Homes on
the TSAS girls team. The star rebounder in that g;ime was Nancy
Holmes and she deserves to be recognized. Leading scorers as stated, with
correct spelling of names, were Donna
Strickland (13) and Merilee D'Amico (10).
Every girl on the team, veteran or
beginner, worked her best all season
to make this team a winner, ending
with a record of 12 wins-2 losses.
Following is a list with total season
points of every girl on the team. Each
of these girls deserves personal recog-

nition for her contribution to the
winning seasn.
Donna Strickland
189
Sue Sargent
166
Merille D' Amico
119
Dawna Bartnicki
106
Linda Jeffries
24
(did not play second semester )
Nancy Holmes
20
Pam Bayliss
10
Kathy Spring
6
Bonnie Terranova
4
Elaine Pierce
2
In closing, I and all the members of
the team wish to thank coach Dean
Cornwell for an excellent coaching
job, .for standing beside us through
the season, and for being there when
we clinched the championship at
Southern Maine on February 26, urn.
Warm thanks, also, to the members of
TSAS mens basketball team for their ·
cheers and support when badly needed
at Southern Maine. Dr. Lewis Roberts,
Director of Thompson School,
deserves more thanks than this
meager letter can convey, not only for
his staunch support of the team, but
also for his confidence in us as students of the Thompson School of
Applied Science.
Linda I Novak
"Road Manager"
Thompson School Applied Science
Girls Basketball Team

About Letters
The New Hampshire ac~ all responsible letters to the editor and prints them as
•
· space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to be
· printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The Ne-w Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union
.
' Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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Beatles
To the Editor:
With Liberian idiots spilling oil
along our coasts, with seniors
watching the economy jump like a
loaded bullfrog off a merry-go-round,
with the problematical question of resource relocation and the library
packed solid every hour of the day and
night I knew it would only be a matter
of time before someone recoiled and
attacked The Beatles.
Problems, Jennings? I'm not going
to say you missed the point, only that
you forgot it for a second, like so many
people in this country, including myself, did over the last few years.
Whether or not The Beatles play again
should not even be a question. If they
:do, it will only be because they will be
playing the best music heard yet. In
the meantime, let's remember what
they did. They looked at a destructive
world and realized that it is physically
impossible to kiss your ass Good-bye;
so if you want Beatie music, sing it
yourself. I '11 smile if you will.
Dave Richardson
Dover

Spring

your frame on a "rebuilt" bike that's
had a paint job.
The growing grass looks pathetic
with four inch deep tire tracks. "It's
not lawn ; it was only dirt," is often
heard at the Traffic Bureau. Ask the
Grounds Crew-they don't mow dirt.
What's almost funny are the illegally parked cars at the Field House.
Some people cannot walk from Lot A
and across the street. Yet they seem to
run a few miles, play a few sets or
catch a fly ball rather easily and willingly. Usually their exercise costs
them five dollars.
The weekend crops of beer bottles
. get bigger. Unfortunately, someone
gets to break the glass. One weekend
last fall, I counted five tires in various
· stages of flatness on cars parked in
student lots. It was a bumper crop of
glass that weekend.
Driving gets a . bit hairy too. The
joggers are out, th~ bicycles are out,
the hitchhikers stand out of the way.
Ma1n Street can be a mild obstacle
course, if the one-way is ignored by
pedestrians and pedalists. Try explaining how you got a summons for
going through a stop sign on your
Schwinn.
Professors find out there are new
faces in class, like a Heinz 57 or a
pedigreed. The MUB cafeteria has
tables iust the rie:ht heie:ht for mlite a
few furry friends. Some people I just:
don't know ·a dog is a· dog, ancfa tag
helps~ dog ge~ home, otherwise Dr.
Rama1kagetshim. ,
.
Bare-ass becomes more tHan just a
way to ride a horse. Frat brats are
cute to some, but middle-aged men in
a car at the Library aren't. Ask the
girl who got so mad when she saw a
guy exposing himself to her for the
second time in less than six months
that she ran after him and caught him
by the collar, only to run from floor 3
to floor C screaming for others to help.
That was last May after the last issue
of The New Hampshire was printed.
The police department tries to help
solve crimes and to prevent them. All
we ask is for you out there to help us
prevent them by being aware. Take a
minute to carry your bags, lock a
window, or to dial 2-1212 if there's
some suspicious noise_ or activity. I
really hate to take a report from a
secretary Friday morning whose pw-se
was just stolen with her cashed
paycheck in it.
ThankS for the time.
Officer Susan E. Cartier
UNHPolice

To the Editor:
· Although Durham will get a few
more storms, spring is coming. How
do I know? Thefts are increasing on
campus. As spring break nears, the
desperate search for the money to
finance a Florida trip begins. 'The·~
libraries become prime areas for
crime because more students study
toward the end of the semester.
Handbags disappear from carrels
and office drawers, wallets from
knapsacks and coats are gone, and
even keys are slipped out, leaving all
other valuables intact. You may think
you just lost your keys somewhere.
But someone knows otherwise, and
empty dorms and offices are easy
. targets during March.
Springtime brings broken car windows and missing tapedecks, CBs,
skis, and laundry. Perhaps your car
may· just have a headlight broken or
an antenna bent. Or perhaps your car
will be damaged by another in a hit
and run.
Of course, you may not own a car.
But your own form of transportation,
a ten-speed, may be stolen. Then you
get the task of trying to find out a
serial number, instead of the police
already having it, because you didn't
register your bike for 50 cents. Locks To the Editor :
help make it a little~more difficult.
Your articles covering the Feb. 'Zl
Still, it's 'pretty sa~ to find only part of Student Caucus meeting failed to men-

Caucus

_)

Chinese-American
Food

*** I_,j____
-

·Exotic Oriental
&
Taste-Tempting
American
Menus

- ----

;

-

DINING ROOM~OTOR INN

'We hate to brag but ...
- No gimmicks No slogans

JUST GREAT
CANTONESE COOKING
WHY NOT
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
CHINESE SMO-RGASBORD
EveryWednesday6-8:30 p.m.
All you can eat $4.95 per person
Special luncheons 11 :30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Take-out and banquet facilities available
For The Finest in
Contemporary Entertainment in The

SOUTHWIND LOUNGE
Thu rs·f ri-Sat
Starting March 3rd for 2·weeks

JIM KACH ·and HOT PROPERTY
Rte. 1, Rye N.H. Ting-a-ling 964-5545
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tion a few interesting points, which I
will include here.
First, there are only 28 students
serving on the caucus when there
should be 30. When important matters
come before the University Senate, the
students are underrepresented. The
filling of these spots, which have been
open for several months, is the responsibility of the caucus chairman and the
caucus.
Second, five important SAT organi. zation budgets were considered at
. Sunday's meeting, yet only 16 caucus
members bothered to show up at the
. beginning of the meeting, while another
was dragged in near the end to help
the vote tally. Another three senators
were considerate enough to send proxies to vote in their places. This brought
·the attendance up to 20 student senators.
Third, ordinarily it takes 20 votes
(two-thirds of 30) to approve the important SAT budgets. The budgets of
Student Government, MUSO, and
SCOPE passed unanimously.

The

problem came when there were split
votes on the Women's Center and
Student Press. The caucus chairman
then ruled that only 19 votes would
constitute a two-thirds majority.
Student Press and the Women's Center
budgets then passed with only 19 votes.
Fourth. these two auestionable SAT
. budgets were able to pass by one vote
because one of the people voting--a
student vice-president who ordinarily
has no vote--said he was a proxy for
Area I senator Doug Cox who was
absent. Cox said the next day that he
had not appointed any proxy to represent him at Sunday's meeting.
I hesitated to bring these matters to
print because I realize that they are
glaring indictments of student government's occasional irresponsibility.
The actions of these representatives
reflect on the student body as a whole.
It's a shame, because the administration's response is to reduce the students' role in University policy-making.
The student caucus could have let
the budget matters wait over a week
until they had the proper quorum-when they would likely have been
passed--but instead resorted to
expediency. We all know that U.S.
Congressmen act a great deal worse
while making $52,000 a year. Student
government abuses are on a smaller
scale: the president only makes $700,
the caucus chairman $500, and the
vice-presidents $300 from student tax
money.
The abuses don't have to continue.
More students should attend the
Sunday night caucus meetings. The
New Hampshire should keep a
closer watch for those students who
c~n•t attend. The many good senators-such as Jane Flyth, Bruce Kominz,
Steve Tuttle, Brian Broad, J~n

Student At Large-----.
By Michael Bergeron

Night sounds
Like the night sounds of a deep New England forest, the
library has its own unique sounds and they are amplified in
open study areas. It is not unusal to . hear coughing,
occasional burps, calculators clicking away, the crinkle of
candy wrappers and whispering so loud, you can't help
overhear conversations.
There is a girl behind me who is telling one of her friends
she intends to get her Ph.D. and proudly adds her grade
point average is 3.6. The entire conversation centers around
jobs, grades and the pressure of studies.
· I have heard this story many times and it is always the same,
Students are developing a growing paranoia over grades and
fighting at any cost to maintain, them. Some students spend
too much time studying text books and not enough time
experiencing other facets of university life.
This girl behind me probably spends a majority of her
cvcnin0 .:,

poppin0

her

c Qlc ulQlor buH o n.:, Qnd

w-o.n yinl:,

about the next exam.
Too many students sit passively in crowded classrooms;
products of a generation of television. They watch a
professor lecture in front of the class as if he were a distant
and unreachable actor on a flickering TV screen. They crane
their necks to listen, scribble madly on notepads and
concentrate on words and not ideas.
Juniors and seniors worry about their recommendations
and resumes for law or medical school and wonder how
they will fit into the status quo after graduatio~. The fear
of losing percentage points on theiraccumulative averages
pushes them on, keeps them grinding away and sometimes
· this narrows their perspective and they lose a sense of total
education.
These students might miss a road trip to a football game,
may have never seen a play at UNH or passed· up the
challenge to sit at a hockey game, crammed on wooden
bleachers, while some guy digs his knees into your back and
the girl beside you shouts with popcorn breath, "Let's Go
blue!"
I wish the girl sitting behind me would take a course in
whispering quietly. You can't tell, maybe she can put it in
her resume.
Seaver,. and Ken Cossingham, to
name a few--should police their own
ranks. Only in this way can the quality of student representation be up-

graded, and the respect of the University community be earned.
Arne Erickson

P>\GETE
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Despite several fine performances

The Cherry Orchard doesn't ripen
By G.L. Holbrook .
(indeed that is the crux of the
Before I could bear to sit down. play), and so the property is
to write this review, there waE finally sold to a merchant
a problem I had to resolve. I (Lopahin) who is the son of
walked the Nevsky Prospect for one of the family's old serfs.
hours and hours, in that damp- The final sound heard on stage
ness that so often chills one to is the noise of axes felling the
cherry orchard.
the quick, on winter nights .
Who was I to say such ~ile · The play is a mood piece, an
things about these hard-workmg impressionistic look into the
people? Why does the respon- soul of Chekhov's time (which
sibility fall in my lap? And do might not be so different from our
I have to the right to blast a own). The characters are inof
real
contact,
production (that has been toiling capable
for weeks) complet-ely off the with themselves and with each
stage with a few words? Perhaps other.
·Evervone
is
starry-eyed,
it was the cold of the night that
forced ~e to finally realiz~ there obviously incapable of making dewas nothing I coul~ do, it_ was · cisions which give the meaning to
my duty, as any ·serious.-mmded life. And, as in an impressionRussian would agree, to make the istic painting, the audience views ·
truth of the matter known.
a
blur-superficially
· selfThat said, there is probably · contained, but brewing with inner
· little doubt that I have few kind passion and turmoil. Very
things to say about UNH's pro- Russian.
_
duction of Chekhov's The
There was little inner passion
ChPrry Orc hnrd

in UNH'i;: production , or turmoil

Chekhov's play is certainly uni- As a result, any · attempts at
versal in its artistic importance·, appearing self-contained only
it is nevertheless set in Russia , looked absurd - there was nothing
with Russian people as charac- . to contain.
It's hard to say where the .
ters. To lose sight of that fact
is to lose sight of what is central blame (or the axe) should fall.
to the play - the drama of charac- The directing of the respected Dr.
ter interaction.
· Batcheller was surprisingly inUNH's production lost nearly- ept. His casting of the roles
Michael Stacy as Epihodov, sings to the girl he loves, Lauralynn Seamans, but she's more
total touch with that fact, so seems to have been som_e maso- interested
in Yasha, Joe Massa .
much so that any Russian would chistic joke · he was playing on
not recognize his country up
himself. Though all the actors
there on stage. But allow me to looked their parts, some had no
(the perpetual student), added a little compl~ints aren't flattering had to put up with.
His short speech when he was
tacky tranquilizing atmosphere to the director.
As for the acting, I've already alone in the house, at the end of
to the play whenever he was on
stage. Surely these actors could mentioned a few ,complaints: ~_of the play compelled the audience
have been weeded out during general, the acting was flat, un- to a thoughtful silence after the
inspired. Some performances lights came down.
Feers is
try-outs.
didn't even attain the level of generally appreciated for his
-The director's blocking of the stereotypes (Gaev, Trofimov) .
comic relief, but Rafter played
actors' movements was also a
Robyn Lord, as Madame the role for a ,deeper effect,
source
of bewilderment at Ranevsky, had good moments, making Feers a man worthy of .
times. By having a lot of move- but was basically inconsistent. respect.
ment during emotional scenes Her performance will best be
And thank God for Gregg
(such as when Lopahin suggests remembered as verging on tears Beecroft! He gave an outstandMadame Ranevsky subdivide the from start to finish.
ing performance amidst lessestate) the inner struggle of the
Nancy Oliver, as Varya (the than-competent surroundings. He
characters was obliterated. Dr.
elder daughter), was, at least, brought Lopahin (the merchant
Batcheller tried to apply realistic competent compared to the who eventually buys the estate)
directing to an impressionistic majority of the cast. And there vividly alive, and in doing so
play af the most inopportune were a few rays of sunshine: created a kernel of Russian
times.
Scott
Buxton
(Semyonov- flavor for the production.
Little details, trivial as they Pishchik) and Michael Stacy
He showed just the right
may be, took their toll on the (Epihodov) were a pleasure to balance of outer restraint and
production's effectiveness. The have on stage, as was Anna- inner passion, especially in the
servant goes out to get tea when Lee Simoson (Charlotta).
scene when he attempted to prothere is a samovar (a Russian
I've saved the best until last. pose to Varya. Beecroft has my
teapot) in the room. Servants if only to leave a pleasant taste. never-ending respect, for doing
treated their employers as near- in your mouth (and ~ine). Ken a fine job, but more so for doing
. equals
(unthinkable!),
and Rafter, as Feers the old servant, it under such dismal conditions.
simple names were occasionally . was wonderful. We would all be
I really don't enjoy saying it,
mispronounced. Each a petty as eccentric as he if we had to folks, but overall, UNH's The
concern,, but taken together these put up with the characters he Cherry Orchard is a loser.
,...,.
1

Robyn Lord as Madame Ranevsky and Nancy Oliver a~ ·
Varya in One of the better scenes from The Cherry Orchard.
defend that charge shortly . First,
an understanding of the play's
concerns is necessary.
The storyline simple : a family of old Russian nobility owns
a large estate, complete ·with
cherry orchard. , If the family 1
doesn 't take action to keep the
estate (such as sub-dividing and
leasing some of the land ), the
mortgage will be foreclosed anc\
the property will be auctioned
off.
All the characters display an
extraordinary lack of ability
· to make imoortant decisions

is

conception of what acting entails
beyond reciting lines.
Thomas Kane, as Gaev
(brother of Madame Ranevsky
who owns the estate) managed,
somehow, to deliver every one
of his lines without an ounce of
emotion, not to mention destroying potentially poignant scenes
with other characters.
Katherine Miner, as Anya
( Madame Ranevsky's younger
daughter), seemed to have gotten
her part confused with Dorothy
from The Wizard of Oz.
Daniel Williams. as Trofimov
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FRIDAY, MARCH 4
Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard put on by the University Theater, tonight in
Johnson Theater of Paul
Arts at 8 P.M.

Trofi~ov, Dan Williams, lectures.
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Soul to Soui is a music documentary about a concert -in
Ghana that celebrated the
country's
independence.
Featured
are
San~na,
Roberta Flack and Wilson
Pickett. Channel 7 at 11:30.

·
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Wheatstraw at the Mub Pub . .

movie adaptation of William
Faulkner' s
novel.
Channel 38 at 9 P .M.

NH Youth Symphony in the
Granite State Room of the
Mub 7:30 .P.M.

Joan Fontaine won an Oscar
for her performance in
Hitchcock's thriller Suspicion. Channel 7 at 11:30
SUNDAY, MARCH6
Music recital in the Bratton
Room of Paul Arts, Josephine Roccuzzo a soprano·
at3 P.M .

SATURDAY, MARCHS
Let Carrie chill you at the
Franklin. Shows at 6:30 and The Cherry . Orchard once
8:30.
again
at
the
Johnson
Theater in Paul Arts.
Wheatstraw at the Mub Pub.
Carrie at the Franklin.

The Sound and the Fury is a

(Nick Novick photos)

Car Wash at the Franklin.
Rick Bean at the Mub Pub.

ueorge Shirley, one of
America's best tenors, will
perfocm at UNH, Wed. March 9.

Andre Previn conducts the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra on Previn and Pittsburgh. Chan;el 11 at 8 P.M .

Diana Ross in concert is NBC's
Big Event at 9:30 on channel 4.
MONDAY, MARCH 7

Car Wash at the Franklin.
To Every Season is the Mask
and Dagger Special at the
MubPub.
Manfred Mann's Earth Band
is on The Captain and Tennille at 8 P .M. on channel 9.
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TBS's·Afternoons
By C. Stephen Holt
Theatre By the Sea is taking a
gamble with its latest production,
Jack Gilhooley's Afternoons in
Vegas. The play is being staged
·at TBS for the first time anywhere and it's hard to tell if it is,
or ever will be, a winner.
There are certainly some good
things about the play, but there
are faults too. Strong performances by some of the actresses
make it enjoyable in places and
the set is another wonder of TBS
ingenuity. The problem lies.in the
·
play itself.
The action takes place in Rocco
Moranzo's Pussycat Lounge, an
off-the-strip bar in Las Vegas.
The main characters are three of
Rocco's employees, Bonnie, Candy and Roxie, Rocco himself
(whom we never see, he speaks
to Bonnie over the phone), Bunny, the roller derby queen and
Randy, the not-too-professional
golfer.
Two scenes are set about three
weeks apar t and what the audience is watching is the commonplace activity of the bar and people who, except for Randy, know
· each other.
According to the author, Gilhooley, Afternoons in Vegas is
supposed to portray the humor,
anger, toughness and defeat of its
characters, as well as tfieir
search for a better life or some ·
resolution in the life they have.
Well, that is not what I got out
of it. What I got was a lot of bad
language from two tough broads
named Bonnie and Roxie, a
healthy dose of pity for a dumb
kid named Candy and a·bad case
of the wishy-washies from a guy
named Randy. Only Bunny
seems to be following the author's intended plot, and the invisible Rocco may be the best
character in the play. He must
have had the best lines anyway,
judging from Bonnie's reactions.
This is not to say that the cards
aren't stacked in the house's favor. It's just ·that the dealer· is
playing with Monopoly money.
There is a huge pile of lemons
hiding the cherry in the moral
and it's a cherry that we've had
a bite out of before.
Holly Barron, as Bonnie, has
the best chance to make this play
good. I don't think, the ·author,
Gilhooley let her. Barron wiggles
around the stage gnawing gum
and spraying booze all over the
place, the best burned barmaid
you'll ever see.
She is supposed to have a tender side, though, especially for
Bunny. But all her lines and gestures are so off-hand and callous
that tenderness never comes
through.
Doris Yeager does a fine job as
Roxie, the who-gives-a-shit waitress. Roxie has a place in the
play and Gilhooley was smart in
this instance in not runnjng her
character into the ground. We get
a taste of Roxie and she serves
as a good contrast, but she doesn't overpower and therefore lose
her power.
_
Candy, portrayed by Sara
tt?Ka

Bestsellers mn,mt='=

PAPERBACKS

1) The R Document ·by Irving
Wallace ($2.25; Bantam)
2) The LoneJy 'Lady by Harold
Robbins ($2.50; Pocket·Books)
3) Stranger in the Mirror by
Sydney Sheldon ($1.95; Warner)
4) 1876 by Gore Vidal ($2.25;

Ballantine)

5) Kin Flicks by Lisa Alther·
($2.25; Signet)

MUSIC
Rumours by Fleetwood Mac

1)

(Warner)

.

2) A Star is Born (soundtrack)
(Warner)

3) Night Moves by Bob Seger
(Capital)
4)

-

Linda Ronstadt's Greatest Hits

(Asylum)
5)

Year of the Cat by Al Stewart

(Janus)

Bestsellers i.s a weekly survey

.Louise, runs through all the mo·tions and emotions, but is excess
·baggage during most of the play.
Louise is hilarious in her exercise scene and does a believable
,job throughout. It's the character, Candy, that isn't needed.
Scott Weintraub, who excel'lently portrayed Giles in The
Mousetrap, is wishy-washy
Randy in this one, and sorry to
say, his performance is a bit on
the wishy-washy side also. A little
more strength on the part of
Weintraub and I might be willing to believe there is a valid reason for having Randy in the play. .
Robin Hoff as Bunny is the
play. She has all the anger, fear,
love and resolution. She is also
searching for the better life, a
roller derby queen trying to get
a Master's degree in sociology.
.Hoff is right on the money with
the facets .of Bunny. She ~ the

•

in

Vegas

•

IS

a gamble

devil-may-dare derby queen, the Act Two! well. she could have :after seeing many winners at
apprehensive out-of-action derby ·stayed out at the front bar and i TBS, I barely broke even with
queen, a drunk, a lonely woman 1·nobody would have known tbe . Afternoons in Vegas.
' Afternoons in Vegas is play.and a smart, caring friend. Tears difference.
,appear when tears are needed,
The acting is there and the ing at Theatre By the Sea
·the smiles are there, and her , audience does have something to through March 20. For tickets
attempt at getting up on a chair 1 talk about when they leave, but call 431-6660.
while screaming drunk is better,
even, than Rocco's dirty jokes.
. The problem with Afternoons .
! in Vegas is that the deck has too
many deuces, and deuces aren't
wild in this game. Roxie and Candy aren't needed in the second
act and Randy isn't needed at all.
Give Bonnie a little tenderness
iand she, Bunny and 'Rocco could
This week's trivia column pertains to science fiction, on
hanclle this play on their own.
film
and in print. But first,
;Bunny could get a little randy
The answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question: Sky King
without having Randy there, and
·Bonnie could still deliver her prowas played by Kirby Grant; his nephew, Clipper, was played
tective lines without him.
All I got out of Candy in Act · by Ron Haggard; his niece, Penny, was played by Gloria
Winters; His ranch was named the Flying Crown Ranch: on
Two could have been done by reI ferrin~ to her. As for Roxie, in ·
TV his airplane was called the Songbird and on rad{o it was
called the Black Arrow; and the sheriff was Mitch played
by Ewing Mitchell.
Thts week's W zckeci Hard V,uestion is about the man with
the glint in his golden eyes, Doc Savage. What is Doc's full
· name, and what are the names of his five assistants, only
partial credit for nicknames?
1

TRIVIA

. 1) What author is also known as Cordwainer Bird?
·2) Who played the two astronauts in the· movie, 2001: A
Space Odysse,v?
3) In Robert Heinlein's novel, Strang,er in a Strange Land,
what was the name of the main character?
. 4) Wh~t author is the creator of the future history that
; includes the novels The World of Ptaavs and Ringworld?
· 5) James Darren and Robert Colbert were stars on what TV
series?
6)What is the name of the warrior race created by Gordon
Dickson?
7) In the movie, A Clockwork Orange, what is the name
given Alex's gang?
8) Who is the author of the W itchworld series?
9) What was the name of Roy Thinnes character on The
Invaders?
10) Name the man who founded the first science fiction
magazine.
Hahl Thought there was going to be a Star Trek question
didn't you?
'9l6[ UJ UOJP!d a::,uap5
?UJWUlV papunoJ vvqsU10:J o$nH (0[ 1ua:JUJJ\ P!G.l1Q (6
UOJ..lON a1puv (8 5$0010 (L. JlJS'..lOQ a111 (9 1auun.1 oWJ.L
31-fL (S uaam A..l..llJ] (f; lf1!WS zalJLfJ!W oUJJUiJ/lJj\ (f va11na
..lJo')[ puv poom)f:JO] fi1v9 )Z uosm'3 UlJ/..llJH
:s1amsuv oLfl

·a

Sara Louise as the cocktail waitress Candy. Wouldn't you
love to take her home to Mother? (photo courtesy TBS)

We're Punching
People ·at ·
Burger King
-Everytime you come in and
order a sandwich-:_any one of our
great sandwiches--you get your
special Punch Card punched. With
the order of a double beef Whoppe'®
you get two punches.
Collect ten punches and you
get a free meal consisting of a
Whopper®, regular order of French
fries, and 16 oz. cup of iced cold
Coca-Cola.®
•Don't change your eating
habits. Change your spending
habits. And enjoy Coke® as you
eat your way to financial security.

America loves hamburgers ...
at America's BURGER

,

KING

11

of book and record stores in
the region.
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"Coca-Cola" and ."Coke" are registered trade -marks which identify the same product of
The C,oca -Cola Company

::!JcOJdtlimss
lbiodter
Luncheon Specials for .March
Monday: Egg Salad Sandwich
cup of soup

$.85

Tuesday: Roast Bee(Sandwich
cup of soup

$1.60

Wednesday: Spaghetti N' Sauce
Tossed Salad

$1.00

Thursday: Ham Salad Sandwich
cup of soup

$1.00

Friday: Cup Clam Chowder
Sole N' Roll, Tartar sauce

$1.00

Saturday: 2 Franks N' Beans
Brown Bread N' Butter

$1.40

. Sunday: Steak Dinner ·
includes Fr. Fries & Salad
Roll N' Butter

$3.50

No Variations or-Substitutions

~---------------------
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Diseased trees

1te1111••1t-■

~O-n Zion's H.ill, Newmarket

659-6321 , · •

Friday-SalCfrday
Papa John Kolstad
Sunday
Hoot7-12
Tuesday
Street Corner Jive
Wednesday
Spider John Koerner
S1 donation re uested Wednesday night)

I
:/Iii

SYLVIA PLATH:
APLAY
Bostoll ,Center

For the Arts
March 10th
(5:30 bus leaves)
Tickets:
Area II 85.00
other 85~75
Sign..up
Devine Hall
Cointnunity Desk

TREES
continued froHl page 3

versity's landscape architect,
was hired in parl to deal with the
problem of the dwindling elms,
and to plan a replanting program. However, he says that
right now the work being done on
the elms is paid for from maintainance money and that there is ,
no money budgeted for the elms.
The Service and Maintenance
Department. like most other·
departments on campus, has
recently taken another budget
~ut.
Blanchard says that cutting
down the be_etle population could '
significantly improve the situation
and limit the spread of the
fun~us.
I
"Once the fungus has infected a
tree, the only means of treatment
is to cut off the infected area.
This must be done immediately '
or the fungus will continue to
grow dee~er into the tree.
·
"Flags", or dead yellowing
le.aves and branches indicate that
the branch has been infected and
should be pruned.

Many tr-ees around campus are
being pruned and cleaned up. But
Blanchard says that this type of
work should have been done last
summer when the trees were infected. By this ·time, he says,
there is no way to tell how far the
fungus has eaten into the tree.
Many of the trees were treated
last summer and fall, he said, but
there are just too many trees, the
damage is too extensive and
there isn't enough manpower and
money in the budget to take care
of all the trees.
Blanchard's 1976 survey noted
that some 57 elms had been removed since the previm1s year.
His report urged that another 26
be removed this year. That. is 83
trees that have been destroyed by
dutch elm disease or some other
problem in the past two years. At
this rate, Blanchar9 doesn't think
that the rest of the trees have
much of a chance to survive.
One hundred forty ooven trcco

were rated as having between
20 to 40 per cent damaged limbs:
These trees will be the next to go
over the next couple of years.
Any more than 15 or 20 per cent

TEL. 659-3215

GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., INC.
78 EXETER ST. RT. 108
NEWMARKET, N.H •. 03857

For The Economy Minded Buyer
1975 Nova 2 Dr 6 cyl. aut. p/str.
1975 Nova 2 Dr 6 cyl. std.
1974 Pinto 2 Dr 4 cyl. aut. sun roof
1973 Vega Wagon 4 cyl. aut.
Good selection of new Chevettes &
Vegas to chose from. One 1976 Luv
Truck.

damage by dutch elm dfsease is
very hard to treat, he said.
Blanchard reccommends a
comprehensive treatment program to begin immediately to
save the trees. Dartmouth
College spends an annual $50,000
on its program. Blanchard
estimates that the kind of program that would be effective at '
UNH would cost at least that
much.
Ongoing treatment would
include:
--fertilization
--an ongoing pruning program
--dormant and Foliar sprays to
control the beetles
--continuing clos~ observation
of the trees, especially during
and after the infection period of
June-July to detect the infected
branches for pruning
--a replanting program
"Something has to happen
fairly soon,'' said Blanchard.
"There needs to be some significant contributions made from
people who are in a position to
help," he said. That is, a
· committment must be made soon
with the funds to back it up.
"Unless there is some drastic
: invention or innovation in ORD
•control within the next few years,
· the elms on campus will be
gone," said Blanchard.
Aside from the type of exten. ~ive
treatment
program
recommended, replanting in the
place of dead elms is the only
solution to the problem, said
Blanchard. He says that because
the elms are so prone to disease
and are so expensive to maintain,
perhaps it would make more
sense to plant new trees over the
course of the next few years and
let nature take its course with the
elms.
Blanchard says that other
hardwood trees, such as oak or
ash, would be good replacements
for the elms because they are
harqy and not prone- to as many
diseases as the elm.
The answer might be to let the
elms go and concentrate on the
replanting program.
.
"When you lose a tree the size
of an elm it makes a big hole,"
he sa_id. "It takes 50 to 100 years
to replace that tree. It's like ·
seeing a century of growth lost.''
"It's only a matter of time before they're all gone," he said.

classified ad.s
for sale

COAL STOVE FOR SALE: Old but good. $50. Selling-Kari-van Sticker $15 bike-woman's ·
Ben-Lovell 742-4572. 3/11
10 s~ed Motobecanne good for parks
ELECTRIC BASS FOR SALE: Am_peg with
For sale: 1967 VW Sq.Back. Rebuilt engine
(~Jig_ tly sm!lshed frame-went through A&P
Gibson humbucking pickuQ. Copy of
with 30,000 mi. Runs fine. Needs body and •' wmctow on 1t) . Nice natural wood chairprecision bass on small scale. Excellent
heater work. Inspected. Asking $300 _ Call ' round back $5. Call Corinne. 749-3734.
action. !Good for small hands. $150.00 Bern
659-2018 evenings. 3/4
Lovell 742-4572. 3/15
For sale: YamahiFG~300 w/custom painte<..
case. 4 yrs. old. Good condition. Sound
''1'3 Chevy Vega Hatch GT Deluxe Interior,
For Sale: 1965 V.W. Beetle. Running Condimellowed w/age. Really good one. $300. Call
tion; inspected; reliable. $400 or best offer.
4 speed, AM-FM, Tinted glass, snow tires,
Paul at 749--0385.3/8
no rust, $1250. Call 742-5259. 9 a.m .-5 p.m.; · Call Nancy at 862-2086 days; 659-2608 eves.
74~-2335 after 6 p.m. :ms
_3 /_l _l _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ready for Cameing? 1970 VW camper with
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevy Van, 350 V-8, Auto1972 tiug engine. More horsepower and heat.
1971 Gibson Les Paul Deluxe, sunllurst with matic, Power Brakes, 60 senes tires, white
Icebo~1 sink, hammock, radio/cassette, and
cream pickguard, 2 Gibson humbuckers, ex- spoke wheels, other extras. $3,000 firm. 742etc. "Mint" running condition for $1,900. Call
cellent conaition $375 or best offer. Also, 4106 eveninis (keef: ti;rng) or 2-1383
Roj 749-3900. 3/4
EMC Moel Gl10amplifier, 6 months old, lists !{}~~ning~(as forJef Lor. ).
_ .
new $289 asking $150. Call 332-6611 days, 332For Sale: Fuji_ ~ynamic IO-speed bicycle;
1986 after 7:00 p.m·. 3/4
Excellent condition-less than year old ·
Sofa-bed $60.00. single bed $10.00, dresser
Suntour Derailleur, Diacompe center pull
TIRES FOR SALE: l-9.50Xl6.5 tubeless
$10.00, Facial Sauna $5.00, Food Dehydrator
brakes, Cotterless crank, Lea1her seat, Gold
Goodyear , Nylon Custom Xtra Grip Wide
$35.00, Buck Knife (119 special) $15.00,
$130 - Call 868-2417 evenings. 3/4
Tread. l-9.50Xl6.5 tubeless PENNsylvania
RP.rnrcls <Albums & 78's_l 742~724. 3/15
.
Traction Tread. Excellent shape, less than
2,000 mi. Sell new for at least $80 apiece. Will · two Pro Shure Mikes, Vocal Sphere Model
For Sale: 1975 Kawasaki KX 450 MotocrossNo.579SB, with cables $40 apiece or $75 for
sell for $50 for the pair. Call Tim a[ 742--0537.
Excellent shape never raced. Lots of power
both. Call 749-2067. 3/ 8
3/ 8
very few miles . $550. Call Tim at 74 742--0537. ·g

pre-paid class ~d forni
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DAY PACKS. Waterproof nylon . Front
pouch. Drawstring top. "Blue, Green, orange.
$9.50. Send check, money order to: Campus
MFG. P.O. Box 113 . Durham, NH 03824.
Include name, address, color. 3/15

For Sale: 1971 Chevy Nova 4 door, 6-cylinder
automatic 38,000 miles $1100. 659-3944. 3/18.
For Sale: OHM-E loudspeakers . $100 for
the pair. Have been usea for 21h years.
Call 868-9759 and ask for Steve. 3/11.

1!171 New Moon Mobile Home 3 bedroom,
12x60, Pfil"l:}y furnished, washer:-a.rver, air conditioner, sned, 15 min. from UNit, in Dover,
$7000, 755-26613/15
For Sale-1971 Saab 99E, 4 SPD, fuel in~tion,
Good Condition, $1400 or best offer ciill 7420008, 5-7 p.m. Mon-Thurs. 3/4

DRAFTING AND DRAWING EQUIPMENT.
Half-price.
new,
unused.
Adjustable
triangles and rulers . Flexicurves. Metric
rulers and scales. British Thornton, Unique.
£~~~\la~f~~r i~rng aids. Call 2-1633. Scott

'71 Plymouth Crtcket 4-Dr. sedan,

transportation. Contact Randy, Lord 312 2-1636
or 868--9715afterl0p.m. 3/4
Underwood 700 electric typewriter recently
serviced-all features-<iriginally top line office
machine-approx. 5 yrs. old-still good condition
orig. cost $400, now $100. Calf Tony Smith
679-8616 Epping, NH evenings 3/15
1971 Toyota Corolla 1600 cc in good condition.
Snow tires, radio, automatic transmissicn.
New starter. No. rust. Call Tory Snioth 6798616 eves. or mornings. 10 mins. 3/5
MUST FIND A GOOD HOME FOR A CUTE
5 month old, buff colored, male kitten. Cail
anytime 868--9750 or 862-2173 ask for Rm. 372.
3/8
Classic 70 VW For Sale Runs good, need<; 1
Front shock $550 or Best offer Call Nat · 664~ Strafford 3/15
For Sale: BENJAMIN MIRACORD 62:'rfour
speed turntable. Push button coritro1s. Includes
base, ctust cover1 anct .l!:m_pire 2(XX)E cartridge. ·
Excellent Condition. $125 Call 742-3ffi7 3/8
Tired of the winter scene? Try adding a
touch of spring to that scene with macrame
plant hangers! Also jewelry, watchbands
aog/cat collars, and waU hangings. Call Pat'
659-2808. 3/8
'
For sale: Fischer skis 180 cm. with Salomon
40 ~indings $65.00,Rieker Boots(6) $25.00
Nordica B"oots(9N) used twice $40.00. Cali
742-3556 after 5 p.m. 3/8

PLEASE PRINT

MUST BE PREPAID

l-~IRST INSERTION:_ $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words extra.__
EACH CQNSECCTIVE INSERTION: $.25

Maximim number of runs: 6.

TPlephone- numbets and date!,. ~ount as one word; hyphenated words co\.t,_nt as two.
Mistak~s on our part merit one additional run.
Arnt. l'ncl.:

TIMES.

Make check~ payable t.o: The New Hampshire, Rm. 151. Mfflloriaf Union.

ide Switch Peak meters, Pause, Cables
$180new, Iiltle use. Best offer. Call Doug B . .
at 862-1632. 3/8

For Sale : 1974 175cc Kawasaki dirt bike;
street lega!, good shape - $450 or best offer.
.
Must self- Nick at 436-1851. 3/11
LUDWIG· DRUMS: Zildjian cvmbals,
basedrum, snare mountea , and floor toms, ·
hi-hat, throwe, hardward, complete with ·
trap case. Asking $250. Call 868-2012. 3/15.
For Sale: RCA color T.V. in excellent condition, asking $180. "18/16" Call 207-3632399. 3/15.
72 yellow Vega Hatchback, automatic,
Sony tape dec"k-4 speakers, new engine.
Asking $350 or best offer. Call ~-~2399.3/15.
Pioneer Tape Deck - Recorder, CT-F8282.
New (Jan 10) not used before. Asking $270
or best offer. CaU 207-363-2399. 3/15.
1966 Ford Mustang GT: Entire car in mint
co_ndition .. A &!rd classic for only $2200.
Will consider ''f trade Call Mrs Knight
2-2321, Math Department or Exeter 778~
0455. 3/18.
Acts wanted for Nightclub Gong Show Sunday, March 13, at 3 p.m. $50.00 first prize
and drinks supplied by the house, Call 1926-4404. 3/11
-REVIEWERS wanted for books published
~Y smaU presses. All subjects neeaed, es1;1.

For . sale: Imported hand-knit bulky
cardigan sweaters from Mexico. Many
styles and sizes. For more information call
868-7308 and ask for Biff. 3/8

hterature philosophy, energy women s
studies, alternative Iivmg. Limit' 150 words.
No pay, you keep the book. Write: Review
Editor SELECT PRESS BOOK SERVICE
14South St. Milford, N.H. 03055. 3/29.
'

For sale : VW parts for SQuareback: •
Excellent Engine, qutch New, F'our radials.
Two New snows Fischer 201 AMFM Stereo .
Amplifierj and Herman "Surviver" both 11:i
price. Cal Neil 664-2441 - local. 3/8

SAAB-96 blues, I need someone to work on
my . car. You must be knowledgable in
SAAB's. I will pay, but not like the dealers.
Call Jeff Straw 868-2946. 3/11.

For Sale: HP--65 Programable Calculator.
or 2-2434. Room 507,

1970 Mobile Home for sale,, Barrington, N .H._,
12x46, 2 bedroom, partly turnished, in Park
5 mi. to UNH. 2 storage sheds. Priced
to seU: $3000. Cali 868-5813 after 7 p.m. 3/18. ·

~r~~?ft~Iii.868-9892
TO RUN _

Need Money! Technics 630 Cassette Deck

4 speeci · two months old. Dolby NR, Cromium Diox-

&cvl. no rust, six good tires. Good oasic

Stereo System- Panasonic 4-<:hannel FM/ AM
Receiver and Four speakers $175 or B.O.
Also, Panasonic Reel to Reel Recorder with
automatic reverse and 20 t.aoes $175 or B.O.
$325 for both. See Gibbs Head Resident or
call 862-1295after 5. 3/11.

For Sale: Northland skiis 175 cm . with step•in Bindings $30; Reiker Boots (ladies size
6½) $15; or best offer. Excellent for a
beginner. Charlotte, Hitchcock 326, 862-1624
or 868-9837. 3/4
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could throw me in jail for
four hours without actually ,
· charging me with anything. I
begin to understand the power of
a police officer.

Prince the cop
, go home with popcorn, a six-pack

PRINCE

Prince has
the
"usual
. and my cat-Mr. Jones."
"I don't like to be reminded · hobbies." "I like to write letters

continued from page 3
.
·
~-

silly, gone _out ~ith sorority •ffirls that I'm a cop when I'm off to far-away places, watch old
and spent bmeJ.n the bushes.
- duty," he says. But it is hard for Bogart and Marx Brothers
movies," he says. I tell him that I
He · describes . the "Friday Prince to forget. "People are enjoy the Three Stooges, but the
AfternoonDrinkingFoQfes.;;
,. afraid to invit~ me to a ~rty be- Marx Brothers are OK:'They'd
"When I lived in a 'dorm (Alex- cause they thmk they might get hate to hear that," he says.
· ander) one of us would buy beer busted," says Prince. "An~ · I
or vodka on Friday afternoons . . woul~ have to bust someone if I
Prince is an animal lover. "I
We'd sit around and drink it in was m Durham and they were like animals but I don't believe in
our rooms and then go to friinner , doing som~thing illegal .~t a 1aving one unless you can take
· . party, even 1fl.am off-duty.
crocked. ·
care of it," he says. "Animals
"I find more violence and hate
When asked if being Officer.. ,instinctively love, we could take a
on this campus today; more than Prince instead of Bob Prince lesson from them."
I've seen in my life." Prince is affected .him he says, "I sort of ·
people at UNH have met
serious about his job and con- sat on it for a couple of days and 'orMost
heard
of Prince. Most of what
cerned about the safety of stu- thought about it. It's like getting you hear
about him isn't
dents in Durham. "I do my job," married, it's a lot different after flattering. "Most
the people
he says, "That's why I get a lot 'than it is before. It's an awesome who talk_about me of
are
the people
of criticism."
sort of thing.
I've arrested," he says. "And
-Prince isn't worried about
"I think I'm the only UNH cop some people will smile and say
being disliked. "A lot of people , who actually fired his gun on hello but behind those smiles
-think enjoying being.a cop means duty," he says. Prince once shot the·y•re thinking, 'What an ass
enjoying arresting people. That a German Shephard who·was in a you are, fPrince'.".Prince underisn't true. You gotta' use your "wild state." "I got criticized for . stands that a lot of people dislike
common SP.TISP ThP '1~§:i,H:t w:;iy thot," he aayo.
rum out ne accepts this, assuring
is to do things by the book." At
himself that he is only per"I
don't
think
my
basic
ideas
this moment Prince is beginning
forming his duty.
have changed. I was a civil rights
to sound like a cop.
"I'm-human," he says. "When
supporter, upholder of the ConstiWhen I was 21,-I put my empty tution and I always understood
some guy sees me sipping a beer
bottles on my window sill and my the power of a police officer." He theysay, 'Hey-you're human' and
house mother threatened to go to turns to me and tells me that he I say, ''Big I~~t"
the Dean. She used to laugh and ·
:say, ' 'I'm gonna catch you Prince,'·
:but she never did."
Princ·e does an excellent job of
"catching" UNH students. He is
proud of a 95 per cent conviction
record. Prince is the first person _
to admit that he's "a cop" and
proud of it.
"If you're not willing to kill a
human being, you shouldn't be a
police officer; as unpleasant as
this may be," he says. Prince
shrugs and says, "I wouldn't want to kiU another person, but I
might have to."

·This Week'·s Special
Monday~ March 7 throug}l
Sunday March 13
Blueberry Pancakes
Coffee _or 'rea
$.89

Prince is a lonely man. "My
social life has been circumscribed pretty much by my job. I
can't go downtown and get loaded
and working different shifQ;
makes it hard to have a girlfriend.'' So Prince usually goes
out of town when he wants to
.socialize and "sometimes I just

Make something green

• If

- St._Patrick's Day·•
& - with fabric from -

Main St.,·Durham

·

'"""' The Out Back9
Main St, Durham
DAYTONA BEA.CH
Motor Coach round tr1p
Spting Semester Break
March 18-27
includes:
accommodations at Summit Beach Motel
live entertainment, swimming pool
free beer en route to Daytona!
Plus more

Only $142.00 plus 15°/ tax & gratuities
Balance Due March 11
0

Don't

.Breakfast Served All Day

Young's Restaurant

towearon · -

procra~tinate! Limited
Space available

Contact: Nancy Carbonneau
862-2723
868-9856

classified ads
dwellings

roommates

Apartment for rent: 2 min. from campus.
Liv., Bed.J..Kit. $135.00 a month plus utilities.
A couple. t.:all after 6 p.m. ljgg-5409. 3/8
In Nwmkt. lg.' efficiency apt. with-iifcesuruiy
windows for quiet ~ or couple 1h block
from mainstreet. $135/month heat included
(electric. sep.) 19 Central St. can caretaker
at 6.59-Z712 or come t.o same address, apt.4
3/18
For Rent: large studio apt. Living room,
kitchen, bedroom and bath. Stove and
refrigerator - five minute walk to campus.
No children or ~ts. Available March 14 to
· one person only. $135 plus utiliti~.
ljgg-9648. 3/8.
For rent: apartment, 3 rooms. Very sunny
location-kitcnen, bedroom, bath. Five minute ride from campus. No pets or children.
$140 plus utilities. ljgg-9648. 3/8.
Furnished efficiency apt for rent, 29 Main
St, number 7, Durham. Call Bob Audet
6.59-3602. 3/15.

Two room-mates needed for Summer and/or
Fall. $00/m!>:i. utilities included. Own roo~s;
kitchen facilioes. Close to campus. 25 Mam,
No. 9, Durham.- Call Jane, Pat, or Sue

Lg. furnished Studio apartment:· fireplace, '
o~n-beam ceiling, barn-siding oanelling
((ully insulated) thermo-pane sliding doors ..
All necessities: electric heat full bath,
interior panelling not totally hnished; no
formal kitchen: refrigerator, hot plant,}g.
broiler oven, etc. Walkin~ distance to UNH.
For the right person or persons (2), we'll
make it a reasonable deal. 3/8

help wanted
COLORADO
WYOMING
MONTANA
Summertime employees for dude ranches,
Natl. Parks, and U.S. Forest Service. For
imformation and directory send $3.00 to Outdoor Services Cody, Wyoming 82414 Box 349.
Be your own boss & work your own hours.

MaKe money selling Specialty ' Merchandise.

Call Jim apt C-5; 868-9883. 3/11

Phot.ograohers-1 am looking for a ~rson t.o do
some work for the Interfralernity Council this
Spring. Call Thad at 862-1288 3/4
Earn $250-$500 stuffing envelopes: Homework-sparetime. Send $1, self addressed,
stamped envelope to: Workforce Assoc ..P .0.
Rnv 8609 V.T. Station, Knoxville, To. 37916

lost and found
FOUND: long-haired, female cat on 1/Z7/77
on Packers .Falls Road. If vours, please call
fi:,5872 3{B
.

C

1&1-74993/18

.

A(mi:n!ent-mate needed t.o share two bedroom
apt in Dover. $130/mth inc heat. On Kari-van.
Call 749-4249 or 742:R 3/4
Female Roommate needed - available
immediately $95.00/mo. includes all but electricity. Five minutes from campus_; furnished, living room, kitchen, share bedroom.
Call Ann or Ieave message at 742-8413 betw.
5-lOp.m.4/11

services
PICTURES. Candids portraits, team and
~tos, passports, weddings. In color or
61aclc and white. Sittings converuentl~ur
~~u~k:i~ie.~8 Al Ri
n,

group

Sffliors/qraduates ~ume)repa.red b,v experienced ~nnel manager willi M.A. m guidance and counseling. Call for appointment in
Hampton 926-8509 8a.m.-5p.m. 3/Ul
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION GUITAR ussonsStudy Jazz, Folk, Rock. Qountrv, flat-piclqng,
fjnger-picldng, _modal~- FLUTE l~ns
classical, improvisafional styles. Instruction
by experienced professional musicians. Rea- .
sonabfe rates. 749-3433. 3/18
Depressed sitting around in your apartment?
Dorm life doesn'f make it? Meet some friends
at Kappa Sigma and enjoy life a little. If
you are even slightly interested call Thad
862-1288 3/15
BUSINESS TEACHER will do- thesis .
student, business, persona1 professional
TYPING on IBM SELECTnIC, choice of
style/pitch, from notes or dictation. Reasonable. Diana 742-4858. 3/8

rides
Know anyone driving to UNH from Keene
on the 11th or 12tb and driving back to
Keene the 13th? Call Jan, 2-1490. Will share
expenses. PLEASE! 3/11.
Need Riders going to southern Florida on
spring break. Need help with driving and
expenses. Leaving Friday afternoon. If
interested call: Bambi, Mary or Coddy at
749-4523. 3/4.
HELP! I need a ride to Wisconsin or vicinity, for March vacation (there and back).
Will share expenses. Also good talker.
Please call Mike ljgg-9751. 3/18.

Lost: One Gerry Down Parka at Phi Mu
Delta on 2/23/77. Color: Bright Orange. If
you know its whereabouts, cal.I John m 301
at2-1584. NQA. It's my only coat. 3/11.
T~ the person who's privacy I invaded Feb .. ,
Whoever "borrowed" my bicycle from .K?.i:ls · 17. Sincere apologies, sorry I made you miss
the movie . It won't happen again unless in- ,
Saturday night, .please return it. I need it
vited. 3/12
badly. THANK YOU. 868-2267. 3/11.

personals

Theresa - Are you still in a rude mood?
HINAM.3/4.
-Dear Tues. Blood Donor: Where are you?
Can't find your frat. Enjoyed our conversation and would like to have another. Please
reply or visit me, you know where. 0-Negative. 3/11.
Sylvia Plath is alive and well in Boston.
See the biographical play, Thursday, March
10, with Area 11. $5.75 - sign up at Devine
Hall Community Desk. 3/8.
HEY BEARCAT ~ That you are! I get the
Benz everytime I think of it! Your l3uddy
145. 3/4.
·
DEB, How's the Bean Bag? We miss you,
but not odorpz sunset, tuberculosis, or moomoo ! Torge w us soon about "favs" and
"supas" ! Remember: Sambo's Frank
Coors, swim team and strip joints; Travel
Lodge, Tijuana, and us. Love, Luray, Ellen
and Curdy. 3/4.
Gail~ thanks for the letter. Enjoy your
breaic. Keep Terre hauti alive! 3/8.
To all our wonderful DZ pledges - How's
the hangover? Just wanted to say we love
every one of you and have fun pledging.
Love & Kisses -your sisters. 3/4.
"iesus is Coming Again": 3-part lecture
series on Bible prophecy_ being fulfilled in
our time. Campus Crusade for Christ-=- Coin=
muter LoungeMUB, Friday~ 7:30 p.m. 3/3.
Kathy B - Is vour write hand still working?
Are you alive1Stillings 1053.3/8.

·Boyle - Is it true that 'there are times when
only flowers can say what you feel?' Thanks
for all Y,OUr kindness! You make it all
worthwhile! Love, Lumpy. 3/4.
Dear Red, White and Shoe: For your next
patriotic feat (feet?), why don't you head a
student protest and burn your sneakei:s?
"American heritage Magazine" would hk~
to know if you'd be interested in'posing
for its centerfold clothed from just the ankles
down and, I know a girl named Betsy
that's just dying to get aquainted with a
snappy dresser Ilke you. She'd probably do
a oe1ter job than me sewing your aungarees, but I still make a better apple pie. MJ. 3/4.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RINGS: Up to 50'/' discount to students, _
faculty & staff (full or part-time). Example,
¼ct. $75, 1h ct. $250 1 ct. $695 by buying
direct from leading diamond importer. For
color catalog sencl $1 to SMA Diamond
lmQOrters, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood N.J. 07023
(indicate name of school) or call (212) 6823390 for location oi showroom nearest you.
3/4
.
JAMAICA- -Spring Vacation. A week of
sailing in the turquoise waters of the
Caribbean aboard a 45 foot sloop for only $125.
•. Does not include transportatmn. Maximum
five people. Call Tracy 749-4722 for more
information. 3/15
Stoke 7 and 8: Get psyched for our extravaganza sex night ~arch 15, 8:30, first floo!"
carpeted loun~e. And remember: Hope is
not a Method! 3/15.

?If you were at a St. Patricks Day Party,
what Irish song<sl would you most like to
hear! ~end Replys to the MUB Pub Club St.
PattysDay Question, _Campus Mail. Results
and orizes March 17. Are you coming to our
St. P'attys Day Party?

and ...
Wanted - Garage or storage place on weekends and weelcnights for a Kawasaki 900
motorcycle. Withm 2 mile radius of Stoke.
Will pay good bucks. Call Thad - !jgg-9820,
Rm 614. 3/18.
·
- - - - -.
GONGG0r.GGG-Does theadventro~ side
of you think you can beat tpe gong. This may
be YOll! only change to fmd ouf. The Gong
Show 1s at the MUB PUB CLUB Sunday
Marc~ 6. We respectfully _request your talent
/or this show. R.S.y .P _. J:lick13ean before the
,6th. Groups_ an? mdividual acts needed.
,Excellentpnzes.
____ __
·'TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS"for seasonal outdoor clubs; require good
playing and teaching background. Call
(301) 654-3770, or send complete resume_ to:
Col. R. Reade, W.T .S. 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, MD,
20015." 3/18. t
Lionel Trains\_ sets , accessories, O gauge_ preferred. Descrioe fllil1 1 with loco No.s,_condifion,
in first letter with pnce wanted. Patrick Grace,
Box 145, York Harbor, Me. 03911. 3/15

~-------DON'T BE CAUGHT
SHORT!
FIND A RIDE
THROUGH
THE CLASS
-ADS
,'
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OUTDOORF

AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

FEATURING
ORIGINAL DUNHAM DURAFLEX BOOTS
FAMOUS BRAND HIKERS
INDUSTRIAL RUBBER FOOTWEAR
LEATHER-TOPORALLRUBBERPACS

' WHY PAY 'j.~ORE1t

, RED'S1~~ ~1oE
0

BARA

OPE N Mon-Fri 9:30-9:00 -

Dover

Broadway
Sat 9:00 to 3 :30

J...---------------------""

T'H E
RESS ROO

PmG·

no social stands," said Mills.-He
felt that an optional charge on the
-tuition bill might be interpreted
by some University sponsorship
PIRG
of NHPIRG's activities. ·
continued from page 3
"Certainly, the thoughtful,
possible types of funding systematic and objective effort to
systems: a mandatory refunexamine issues of social signifi~
dable system whereby all students ' cance is commendable and it is
pay for PIRG but they have the altogether appropriate that · a ·
option of getting their money University be an institutional
back ; an optional payment put on setting .within which such study
the tuition bill and a voluntary can be undertaken," wrote Mills
contribution, which Varn said in a letter to Varn. ·
usually doesn't work well.
· Varn t>elievect that Mills was
· On Feb. 17, armed with letters very strai~htforward in his conof endorsement from Senators sideration of the group's request.
Edmund
Muskie,
Edward' He also said that other student
Kennedy and Edward Brook, and groups he had talked to ~ere
the presidents of the Universities ~supportive of NHPIRG. s ide~ls
of Massachusetts and Vermont, as were some faculty he had
Varn met with UNH President talke~ to, The ~roul?. is thi~king ~f
Eugene Mills totalk about adding aapplying for SAT fundinJ? next
an optional line for NHPIRG onto year as an alternative ru'liamg
the student tuition bill. Although system. _
.
.
Mills supported the idea of
"It's an e":cellent ~md of thmg. NHPIRG, he could not approve of Excellent thmgs need money and
money is s~arce," ~aid S~ud~nt
that sort of funding.
"We as an institution can take _ Body President Jim O Neill.

"For SAT funding, it's a three
pronged thing; 1t has to be open
to all on campus, it has to provide
a service of some kind and the
organization has to be wanted because everyone pays it."
Varn said that the group will
-become invoiv~(f in less politically
volatile, but n~ne the less relevant,
issues because they telt that is
where thev could do the most
good. However, if the _group
comes up with information mdicating a need for change they
will lobby for it, he said. The 20 students now involved
with the UNH PIRG have several
plans for the group.
"We .are working with the
Energy Management desk and
Pat Miller," said Steve Panish, a
psychology graduate student who
is chairing the energy study project. Miller / is the assistant
director for engineering of the
Division of Physical Plant' Operation
and
Maintainence
"CPPO&M).
"We are working for and with
them
(PPO&M),
offering

FRANKLIN

workforce," said Varn. "It's
helpful," said Miller. There are a
lot of things, that, with student
interest, we could be doing something."
The current project involving
PIRG and students from the
Environmental Mini-dorm is the
measurement of temperatures in
Murkland, Thompson, Conant,
Hewitt, James and Demerritt
Halls. Temperature readings
were taken in those buildings on
Tuesday Mar. 1, using thermometers loaned by the chemistry
department.
"The -service department
turned down the heat 10 degress
on Wednesday and 10 degrees
more on Thursday," said Carey
Pierce, a freshman who coordinated the mini-dorm students
working on the project. "The
rooms were chosen in terms of
their exposure," she said. ,
Some other ideas that NHPIRG
has are to study the rent situation
in the Durham area, do market
basket surveys and to do
consumer reports on medical
people in the area, said Varn.

Friday & Saturday ,
High Noon

Tuesday
Larry Garland
Thursday
Rob Carlson

Sunday·
Street Corner Jive
Pickwick Competition · 6 p.m.
-

THEATRE
· 6:30 & 8:30

...,_...,..·F ri.-Sat.

ANEW MUSIC PUB

..,._,...

March4-5
terror
take Carrie to the prom."
''CARRIE''

HOOT EVERY-WEDNESDAY NIGHT

"CAR WASH"

Luncheon served from 11 am ·.

suggestions a nrl providing the

77 Daniel St. ,

Wed.-Sat.
6:30&8:30
March 9-12
''THE PINK PANTHER
. STRIKES AGAIN"

Jhe Ver~ Bes~ Pr~e 'Rvb ~~«- ~

HtAJK~ S~dw~s akl4
· CoJ111:)~te DiNH1er, ... Good
V~iety t,mported and,
DomestAG 6o~d, f>tll.r'5 ...,
Open, for LlM1ch tM'ld 01,tu1erD~- -- L(?L41r1ge Open. . U>
Les<l4 Clos iKf9 ...

16 3r~ ST. DIVER~N.I.
-------..-

_______

_____ -- -----

._.,,..

14,.,~

Look into the Air Force ROTC. And there are
4-year, 3-year, or 2-year programs to choose from.
Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a com·mission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a
position with responsibility ... challenge ... and, of course,
financial rewards and security.
"
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership_
positions ahead. Positions as a member of an aircrew ...
or as a missile launch officer ... positions using mathematics ... sciences ... engineering.
·
Look out for yourself. Look into.the Air Force ROTC
programs ·on campus.

c ·o ntact The Profes·sor of Ae"rospcice $tudies
in the ROTC Bui"lding. P-h_o ne 862-1480

Put it all together in Air F~rce ROTC.
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Sports Shorts
ECAC basketball playoffs
The Holy Cross Crusaders playing without injured freshman
scoring ace Ron Perry, showed a well balanced offense with
an 89-77 ECAC Division I Tournament win over Connecticut
last night in Hartford Conn.
HC had five players in double figures with Chris Potter
leading the way with· 26 points. Guard Peter Beckenbach who
went into the game with a 4.5 scoring average was next with
20. Other twin figure scorers for the Crusaders were Bill Doran
(16), Michael Vicens ( 14), and Greg Gaskins (11) .
Senior forward Tony Hansen had a game high 29 points for
Connecticut followed by Joey Whelton with 16. The Huskies
are now 13-9. Holy Cross improved its record to 20-4.
In the other first round game, Providence guard Dwight
Williams and centel'. Bruce Campbell engineered a 16-2 second
half surge to overcome a 26-26 tie and defeat Fairfield 44-31.
The Friars heldFairfield to one basket and three free throws
in...the. second half.
_
Holy Cross and Providence will square off in the ECAC
Division I Finals, Saturday at 4: 00 p.m.

Gymnasts finish undefeated
The UNH women's- gymnastics team finished their season
undefeated Tuesday night with a 112.95~95.00 victory over Northeastern.
Linda Schneider paced the Wildcats with at least an 8.0 on all
fow· cveut,:,.

"It was our best meet of the season," said UNH coach Lou
Datilio, "everyone was tremendous."
"We had no problems on the value, and our best effort ever on
the bars. We're getting better."
UNH will be going to a post-season tri-state meet against Maine
and Vermont on March 10-12.
"It will be interesting to see how we do, not having competed
against either of those teams," said Datilio.

Women picked for tourney
The UNH women's basketball team was :selected to compete
in the Northeastern Regional Tournament to be held at the University of Connecticut March 10-12.
The Wildcats will play tthird ·. seeded UMass in the first round on
Thursday, March 10th at 11 a.m.
Seeded number one and two respectively in the 16 team field are
Southern Connecticut State and Queens College. SConn has won
the tournament several times and has gone as far as the AIAW
nationals every year that it has been held.
Other teams that qualified for the tournament are: UMaine
(8-1), Bridgewater State (5-4), URI (12-7), Providence (15-3),
Connecticut (4-11), Northeastern (8-7),Springfield (7-4), Vermont
(4-3), Central Connecticut (8-4), St John's, Brooklyn and
Cortland.
UNH, 6--6 on the season, will host URI ·on Saturday morning at
11 a.m. before closing out its regular season at home against
Keene State Monday at 3:30.

.Daniels 15th in NCAA skiing ..
Grover Daniels of UNH placed fifteenth in the giant slalom
at the NCAA Ski Championships Wednesday in Winter Park
Colo. Daniels time of 4:04.92 was only 8.46 seconds behind winner
Steohan Hienzsch of Colorado.
· '1Ne\\' England skiers: fared well in the giant slalom taking
nine of the top twenty placed. Dave Cleveland of Dartmouth
finished fouth while Kent Belken and Jerry McNealus of Vermont
placed fifth and ninth respectively.
In the team standings Colorado leads 1with 49 points ·followed
by Wyoming (39), Vermont (39), Dartmouth (27), Montana State
(18, Middle bury (11), and UNH (9). Utah, Johnson State, and Montana round ()Ut the top ten . .
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UNH wrestling team to compete
in New England tournament
By Lee .Hunsaker
UNH's wrestling team travels
to Boston University tomorrow to
compete in the New England
championships. The matmen finished their regular season last
Monday by trouncing UMaine,
49-0.
The shutout was the first of its
kind in the nine year history
of the UNH team who also
equalled _their best seasonal
record of 7-4.
"It .was a tremendous way to
end a tremendous season," said
coach Irv Hess. "All the guys
wrestled well."
The whitewash of UMaine can
be seen as a warm-up for the New
Englands. There were only two
close matches in the entire contest, Doug . King's 8-7 win in
177 and Glenn Myers 6-4 decision
in the unlimited weight class.
.14'our Wlldcats won by pms
(Scott Wood, Norm Soucey,
Larry DeGaravilla and Chip
Tarbell) while two others (Walt
Nugent and Chet Davis) won by
forfeit.
The last couple of weeks have
been unkind to UNH as injuries
have begun to creep in and
weaken some positions on the
team.
Two regulars, Mike Latessa
(142) and Bill Fogarty (177),
suffered ''severe cartilage tears''

in their ribs and have been .sidelined since early February. Both
are going to miss the New
Englands.
"We've
been
tormnaie,
though," says Hess. "The guys
who took over weren't too far behind and they've filled in better
than expected."
Filling in for Latessa and
Fogarty have been Steve
Lopilato (142) and Doug King
(177) who was brought down
· from the 190weightclass.
Captain Walt Nugent is
another wrestler who has been
experiencing mJur1es. Nugent
has a pair of weak knees and although he has been lucky enough
· to experience a lighter schedule
iln the second half of the season,
his knees will be an important
factor in how well he finiehco
· th
m eNew Englands.
"Walt isn't really any better,"
commented Hess, "but he'll
wrestle anyways. I think he'll be
, in there.''
Despite the injuries Hess is
. optimistic of a good showing at
BU. "I think we've got the third
best team in New England in the
university division, but it all
• depends on the seeding.
"We've got eight-kids with winning records and we've wrestled

ECAC·'Standings
l. Clarkson
2. New Hampshire
3. Boston University
4. Cornell
5. Boston College
6. Brown
7.RPI
8. Providence
9.Harvard
10. Dartmouth
11. Vermont
12. Colgate
13. Northeastern
14.Penn
15. Yale
16. St. Lawrence
17. Princeton

18 4
0 .818
21
6
0 .780
16 · 6
.717
15
6
.704
12
I ,568
9
11
9 0 .550
12
10 0 .545
13
11 0 .541
11
10 0 .523
11
11 I .500
10 12 0 .454
13 0 .430
10
13 0 .409
9
16 0 .304
16 1 ,250
16 0 ,157
3
~9 1 .152
3

Last week
Colgate 6 UNH 4
Clarkson 7 UNH 6
RPl5BC4
Dartmouth 3 Harvard 2
Providence 11 Northeastern 2
Penn 7 Princeton 3
Brown 10 Yale 1
BU5UVM3 .
Lat night Vermont at RPI

just afout everybody so it's going
· k je close." ·
There are only two teams in the
, university division that UNH
hasn't wrestled - Brown and
from them. The two to watch for
are BU and URI.
URI is nationally ranked and
both they and the Terriers had
little trouble .with UNH this
· season. Yet Hess is quick to PQint
out that it's all different now
with the New Englands.
"We're pretty even in a couple
cf classes and it just comes down
to how hard you wrestle. Anybody can beat anybody now."
"The only change that UNH is
·. trying to make (other than the
injuries) is with Glenn Myers.
Right now Myers is hovering
l
t
d
d
c ose o 190 poun s an should he
make that weight he will move
down from the heavyweight division. Chip Tarbell, normally at
190, will then wrestle in the JV
bracket.
Other schools are also trying to
bring their wrestlers down a
class but Hess sees this as a
possible detriment. "Other than
Glenn all the guys have been
right on weight. Coming down in
weight could mean some loss in
strength and it could end up.
hurting some schools."

NCAA Div. I Poll
I. New Hampshire (25-7)
2. Wisconsin (28-7)
3. !Clarkson (23-6)
4. Notre Dame (21-12-2)
5. Denver ( 19-14-2)
6. Michigan (20!14)
7. Boston Univ. (17-9-1)
8. Cornell ( 17-7-ll
9. North Dakota ( 19-15)
10. Michigan Tech (18-15->

Tonight
St. Lawrence at Clarkson
Saturday
Providence at BU
Dartmouth at Brown
RPI at Colgate
Penn at Cornell
BC at Princeton
Harvard at Yale

Left; Tempers were · flying
Tuesday . mght in Potsdam,
N.Y. a.s Bob Miller (9), Dave
Lumley (14) and Paul Powers
(3) of UNH tangle with Clarkson's Dave Taylor (underneath) during first period action. Miller was eJected for
the remainder of the game
and recieved a one game
suspencion.
(Scott Spalding photo)

Righ . : In the third period of
Wednesday night's game,
Colgate's- Bob Ries (5), and
Jon Rheault 06), close in on
UNH's Gary Burns after
Burns had checked Bill Davis
of Colgate into the boards.
Some pushing and shoving ensued and Burns w:is given a
two minute penalty for hitting
after the whistle.
(Dan Herlihy photo)
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Fall from first place

·Cats drop two
By Ed McGrath
For the first time ever, the
UNH hockey team is the top
ranked team in the country. But
that honor will be a short Iived
one.
The Wildcats made their annual end of the season trip to New
York Monday number one in the
ECAC and number one in the
nation.
They came back to Durham
Thursday number two in the
ECAC and will probably not be
ranked number one in next
week's poll.
UNH dropped a close one to
Clal'kson Tuesday night 7-6 in
·Potsdam. The next night what
was left of the UNH team was
upset by Colgate 6-4. Neither
night was the full UNH team on
the ice.
For starters center Jon Fontas

Ll uucu

UJ'C

1-'U-'J .

The Clarkson ·players on this ,
shift were testing the strength of·
their sticks on Miller's body. \
After about a minute the puck
was tied up behind the Clarkson.
goal.
Miller took a hard check from
Terry Conrox;igains_t t!1e boards.
Miller retaliated, fiitting Conroy :
in the head. He receivect a nve
minute major penalty and a
game disqualification.
' "I didn't hit him with my
· stick," Miller said the next night, ·
"I was surprised when the ref
told me I had to leave the game." ·
"I didn't see the play but it ·
. really hurt them,'' said Clarkson
coach Jerry York, "It was a key
factor in the game.''
The Wildcats spent most of the
remainder of the period on the ·
shorthand (five on three at one
staym in Dmham to nlll'Se a shoul- point) but held Clarkson off.
der injury. Fontas hopes to oe
"New Hampshire did a good
ready for Tuesday's playoff · job killing penalties," said York,
game.
··un tnat nve on tnree tney ruct an
UNH then loss the services of exceptional job.
Bob Miller for both games late in
"I thought we got a big power
the first period against Clarkson. play goal at the end of the second
The Golden Knights h~d just period." York said referring to
scored on a power play goal Kevin Zappia's goal at 19:23 with
making the score 3-1. UNH coach Ralph Cox in the penalty box.
Charlie Holt sent out Miller's line
That goal tied the game at five
and from the faceoff UNH con- ~11. Bob Gould had just put UNH

UNH forward Bob Gould beats Clarkson Goalie Brian Shields with this second _P.eriod
goal to put the Wildcats -in the lead for the first time in the game, 5-4.
<Scott Spalding Photo)

"The shoulder is just bruised,"
out in front for the -firsf time all a wrist shot that beat Dan Magsaid Gould in the locker room,
evening at 17:20.
narelli to the short side.
Marty McNally put the game "I can move it so I don't think
Murray Wright put the Golden out of reach at 15:43 to give it's anything serious." He was
Knights in front for a good 45 Clarkson the top spot in the ECAC.
having it checked out yesterday.
seconds into the final period with
With the loss of four forwards ,
"You can't make mistakes like
we did and beat a good team," and a game the night before,
. said Holt, · "The players can't UNH was evenly matched
take themselves out of position, against Colgate (12th place, 10-13).
The score was tied -after two
off the ice, and baq penalties."
"I feel pretty good because we periods _as neither team really
cameback from the . two man gained any momentum. Mike
down, " Holt added, "They could · Dosdall put the Reef Raiders
have put us away and they .1head for good at 5: 54 of the third
period.
didn't.
Mike
Dosdall's
linemate,
· The loss of Miller forced Holt
to play three lines instead of four . Dosdall made the score 4-2 when
Gary Burns filled in for Miller on he beat Mark Evans to the far
side at 7:25.
the second line.
Bob Fancis got one back at ·
Miller was suspended from the
Colgate game. Both he and Cox U: 09 on the power play then
sat in the stands and watched a Burns was penalized for hitting
after the whistle.
,
makeshift UNH offense sputter.
Colgate took advantage of the
Cox injured his back late in the
Clarkson game and was not ' opportunity as Bill Davis put a
dressed for precautionary mea- s1apsnot past a screened goaltensures. He is expected to play der at 14:14.
After Jon Rhealut made it 6-4
Tuesday.
UNH also lost Bob Gould in the at 18:00, the Wildcats put the presecond period. Gould was decked sure on. Holt pulled Evans for a
by Larry Gibson at 10:47 in front sixth skater on a powerplay but
of the UNH bench. Gibson skated the Red Raider defense was conoff to the penalty box, Gould had tent tying up the puck and running out the clock.
to be helped off to the UNH bench.
It was the first time in four
Gould never returned to the
years, Colgate has beaten UNH.
game.

While Clarkson goalie Brian Shields comes out to greet UNH's Bob Miller (9), the puck
is behind him and into the net from the stick of Ralph Cox (right side) as Clarkson's
Terry Conroy (7~ looks on. The first period goal, -assisted by Dave Lumley, tied the score
at 1-1. Clarkson won, 7-6. ( Scott Spalding Photo)

Hoopsters end season
on sour note, 86-79
By Bob Grieco
The chances of a .500 season
for the UNH basketball team
ended on a sour note Tuesday
night as the Wildcats were defeated 86-79 by the Maine Black
Bears in Orono.
The game started out as a
shooting contest with both teams
shooting over 50 °/ 0 in the first

The Wildcats led by as many as shots and the ball.
eight points before taking a 42-38
UNH was able to come back on
the power of two steals by Paul
halftime lead into the locker
Dufour and a couple of key Maine
room.
Peter Laskaris led the way in turnovers to even the score at 56.
Maine controlled the offensive
the first half with 19 of his 25
points. Keith Dickson had 13 of boards giving them a slim lead
his 19 points and Tom Cavanaugh but the Wildcats pulled off some
scored 10 of his 14 to round out , key plays, such as Herbert's
the UNH scoring in the first half.
steal and~~. to keep it close.
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A couple of debatable offenA scuffle in the Maine end
sive fouls one each on Cavanaugh
between
the Black Bears Roger
and Dickson for charging and an
offensive goaltending call started Lapham and Herbert caused both
benches to empty. Lapham took a
off the second half for UNH. swing
at Herbert causing him to
The Wildcats saw their lead . : retaliate
a push. When the
quickly disappear and they fell floor waswith
cleared
the referees
behind by eight.
ejected the two combatants and
called two shot fouls on both
Then a technical foul was teams instead of on the team that
called on Friel without any ,· instigat·ed1the fight.
·
warning whatsoever.
Tiie Wildcats never recovered
Ken Herbert took the ball the 1P.ad falling behind by as
through the middle, went up for much as ten.
·
the shot and was either fouled or
had the ball knocked from his
"Its a shame the season had to
hands and out of bounds. The end on a losing note," said
referee signaled Maine ball Friel. "We played well in the first
saying Herbert had tried to pass half but tired in the late going,
not shoot. Friel, who is known Paul (Dufour) had a bad night
for voicing his opinions from the which hurt us and the refereeing
sideline, jumped up from his seat didn't help.
The Wildcat hoopsters finish up
screaming "no, no, no." The
referee immediately signaled for the season with a 12-14 record
the technical giving Maine two their best since 1!174.

But a case of bad refereeing
marred the shooting battle in the
second half.
"It had to be the poorest officiating I've seen in my eight
years of coaching here," said
UNH coach Gerry Friel after the
game.
Friel who usually never critizes
officiating was very · unhappy
with the way the game was
called. "Every big play was
called against us,'' said Friel.
UNH started slow having a
tough time penetrating a solid
zone defense set ui:•by Maine.
Maine however was given the
outside shot by UNH and seemed
content taking it, hitting 14 of 19
from fifteen feet or better.
UNH tightened up on defense
and turned on their passing game
to penetrate the zone.

Who will be
Cats playoff foe?
By Ed McGrath .
Who will UNH play next Tuesday night in the quarterfinals of
the ECAC playoffs?
If you can answer that question
send a resume to Jimmy the
Greek's boss. Six teams are
battling for the final four playoff
spots and until the dust settles
Saturday night, Charlie Holt and
Co. won't know who their
opponent will be.
A quick look at the ECAC
standings shows two games
separating the number five team
and the number ten team. Boston CoHege is trying to stay
in fifth place. The Eagles' home
ice hopes faded with a 6-5 loss to
Boston Univeristy.

RPI is in the best shape to get
a berth. The Engineers have won
ten of their last 15 games and
have two games left, one more
than everyone else.
RPI hosted Vermont last night
and travels to Colgate tomorrow
night. Two wins by the Engineers
would give them a berth. If they
split things could get sticky.
Providence has 11 losses l 13
wins) and a game at BU. Things
do not look good for the Friars
who for the second year in a row
are suffering from a late season
losing streak. PC needs to win at
BU or they'll see the ECAC's
from the stands.
·

RPI and PC reversed their
positions in the standings last
The Eagles have been ahead of
week when the Engineers won the
the pack most of. the season but home and home series 8-4 in
the loss to BU and a 5-4 loss to · Providence and 5-3 in Troy, N. y.
RPl last Tuesday have dropped
Harvard is in ninth. place but
them back to a point where fifth
could sneak in if PC falls to BU.
place isn't assured.
The Crimson must beat Yale in
_ With an away game with
won, ·the Yale game would not
Princeton ClaS t place, 3-19 ), BC
have that much importance but
appears to be heading to Ithaca,
N.Y. to {)lay Cornell in the first now it is a must win. And as UNH
round.
fans know, the Elis can be very
tough in their own rink.
Brown is in good shape to finish
in the top eight (maybe sixth).
Dartmouth has an outside
The Bruins clobbered Yale 10-1
(really outside) to make
and finish out their - regular chance
the
playoffs.
the big Green .
season at home against Dart- it's .your basicFor
too little too late . .
mouth.Inconsistency during January
Even if Brown loses to the Big hurt the big Green but recent
Green, a lot has to happen be- wins over Harvard and Brown
tween the other teams for them to give it some prestige in the Ivy
be e~inated froll!. the playoffs.
League.

